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1 Introduction 
Under the power of section 33(1) of the Traffic Management Act 2004 (TMA) and in 
compliance with the following references Medway Council in the capacity as a Local 
Highways Authority (LHA), intends to introduce a Permit Scheme, the Medway Permit 
Scheme: 

 Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations 2007, Statutory Instrument 
2007 No. 3372 made on 28 November 2007; 

 Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) (Amendment) Regulations, Statutory 
Instrument 2015 No. 958 made on 26th March 2015; and 

 Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes dated October 2015,  

1.1.1 This document has been prepared to provide an overview of the Medway Council Permit 
Scheme and associated information. 

1.1.2 This document has been issued as part of the information provided within the regulatory 
consultation process to provide additional background and information related to the permit 
scheme not included within the Medway Permit Scheme document itself. 

1.2 Interpretation 

Within this document the following terms and meanings apply: 

“Promoter” means a person or organisation responsible for commissioning activities [works] 
in streets covered by the Permit Scheme - either an Undertaker or a participating Council as 
a highway or traffic authority; 

 “Council” means Medway Council including their capacity as a Local Highways Authority; 

“Statutory Guidance” means the Traffic Management Act 2004 Statutory Guidance for 
Permits; 

“ETS” means the Technical Specification for the Electronic Transfer of Notifications (EToN); 

“TMA” means Traffic Management Act 2004; 

“LHA” means Local Highway Authority; 

“DfT” means Department for Transport; 

“NRSWA” means New Roads and Street Works Act 1991; 

“Undertaker” means Statutory Undertaker as defined within Section 48(4) of NRSWA. 

“Permit Scheme” means the Medway Council Permit Scheme. 

“Permit Scheme Regulations” means the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) 
Regulations 2007, Statutory Instrument 2007 No. 3372 made on 28 November 2007 and the 
Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) (Amendment) Regulations, Statutory 
Instrument 2015 No. 958 made on 26th March 2015. 

“Permit Scheme Advice Note” means the Advice Note: For local highway authorities 
developing new or varying existing permit schemes, as published in June 2016 by the 
Department for Transport. 

“Statutory Guidance for Permits” means the Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit 
Schemes dated October 2015. 

‘Works promoters” means those organisations or parties undertaking works on the highway, 
and are therefore subject to the rules and regulations governing these works, which will 
include the Medway Permit Scheme. 
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2 Background 

2.1 The Councils Network Management Duty 

2.1.1 The New Roads and Street Works Act (1991) places a duty on the Medway Council, as a 
highway authority, to coordinate activities (works) of all kinds on the highway under the 
control of that Authority.  

2.1.2 The Traffic Management Act (2004) and associated regulations widened this NRSWA 
coordination duty to include other prescribed activities that involve temporary occupation or 
use of road space. Part 3 of the TMA allows for an Authority to introduce a permit scheme in 
order to deliver this duty. 

2.1.3 The fundamental objective of a permit scheme is to create a common procedure to control 
activities on the highway. It is essential that all activities in the highway are effectively 
coordinated and managed to ensure that traffic disruption and inconvenience is minimised 
whilst allowing the Promoters of those activities (such as utility companies or the Council) the 
necessary time and space to complete their work. 

2.1.4 Under the New Road and Street Works Act (NRSWA) organisations intending to carry out 
works on the Council’s road network notify the 
Council of their intention to carry out these 
works. 

2.1.5 The Council has powers under NRSWA to 
provide direction to these works and also apply 
penalties for instances where the works are not 
carried out according to the notice served. New 
powers under a permit scheme enable the 
Council to take a more active involvement in 
the planning and coordination of works, from 
the initial stages through to their completion. 
Thereby helping deliver the network 
management duty and ensure the most 
effective and efficient use of the network. 

2.1.6 The Medway Council Local Transport Plan 3 
(LTP) came into effect on 1st April 2011 and 
sets out a long-term transport policy and 
strategy for Medway, which will run until 2026.  

2.1.7 The introduction of a permit scheme directly 
and indirectly supports the delivery of the 
following objectives within this Plan: 

 ensuring highway infrastructure is 
maintained to the highest possible 
standard within the available 
resources; 

 efficiently managing and improving 
Medway’s local highway network to ensure reliability of journey times;  

 ensuring public transport becomes a realistic alternative choice to the private car; 

 contributing to better health and improved local air quality; 

 ensuring that people can move around safely in Medway. 

  

What is a permit scheme? 

1.1.1 The powers provided under a permit 
scheme differ from existing powers 
for managing works in a number of 
key ways: 

 organisations book occupation 
for work instead of giving 
notice, essentially obtaining a 
permit for their works; 

 any variation to the work needs 
to be agreed, before and after 
works have started, including 
extensions to the duration; 

 the Council can apply 
conditions to works to impose 
constraints; and 

 new sanctions with fixed 
penalty notices for 
organisations working without a 
permit or in breach of 
conditions (of the permit). 
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2.2 Why Introduce a Permit Scheme into Medway? 

2.2.1 Medway and the surrounding area is an area planned substantial growth and development, 
which will inevitably result in a greater demand on the road network and those services 
provided by utility companies. There is limited availability and funding for an increase to the 
existing road network, especially in areas already congested, so the Council need to ensure 
they can fully utilise and control the existing road network.  

2.2.2 The Council recognises that Medway is an area with focus on growth and the associated 
demands for road travel will have a significant impact on its road transport infrastructure 
causing existing levels of congestion to increase.  It is predicted that vehicle demand on the 
network will increase 27% by 2026 and average journey times during the morning peak hour 
are likely to increase by around 7-8% for the modelled urban network.  It is essential that the 
Councils network management and policies seek to control and reduce the impact of this 
growth. 

2.2.3 Within Medway, the impact of the Lower Thames Crossing on the road network cannot be 
over emphasised. This impact can directly and also indirectly alter traffic patterns as road 
users try to avoid congestion areas.  In addition, should sections of the network surrounding 
Medway be impacted, such as closure of the Dartford crossings, or have congestion then this 
traffic will migrate to the lower Thames crossing, and therefore impact on Medway’s Network. 

2.2.4 An analysis of historic works within Medway shows that over the past five years there has 
been c.45,000 works carried out on the highway, totaling an estimated c.150,000 days of 
highway occupation. A third of these works have taken place on the most strategic section of 
the network. Two thirds of all these works are either unplanned emergency or urgent works, 
or works with a short (<3 days) notification time. 

2.2.5 The overall benefits for introducing a permit scheme are recognised as greater controls over 
these works and preventing any associated inconvenience and congestion on an already 
high-demand network. Specifically, for Medway, the Council has some further direct and in-
direct benefits they would like to realise to improve their network management: 

 ensuring highway infrastructure is maintained to the highest possible standard within 
the available resources; 

 efficiently managing and improving Medway’s local highway network to ensure 
reliability of journey times; 

 ensuring public transport becomes a realistic alternative choice to the private car; 

 contributing to better health and improved local air quality by encouraging walking and 
cycling and by improving accessibility to key services; and 

 ensuring that people can move around safely in Medway 

2.2.6 Medway Council are expecting future local and national infrastructure projects to result in a 
significant increase of works, especially by utility companies, over the forthcoming years. The 
need to be proactive in the coordination and control of these works, working closely with the 
relevant organisations, will be key to ensuring they are delivered with minimal impact and 
successfully for the residents of Medway.  

2.2.7 As part of the pre-planning to introduce a permit scheme into Medway, the Council undertook 
a detailed appraisal of the costs and benefits related to a scheme. Section 5 of this document 
provides more detail on a cost-benefit analysis for the introduction of a permit scheme based 
on the DfTs Transport Analysis Guidance (WebTAG).  
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2.3 How will a permit scheme come into effect? 

2.3.1 The introduction of a permit scheme requires an amendment to existing legislative powers, 
and under current regulations a Council intending to introduce a permit scheme needs to 
create a legal Order to bring a permit scheme into effect.  

2.3.2 The process to bring a permit scheme into legal effect changed with an amendment to 
regulations in October 2015. Prior to this change, the Secretary of State for Transport would 
provide the Council with a legal Order (a Statutory Instrument). This process was removed 
with the amendment and under revised regulations the Council can create their own Order to 
bring a permit scheme into legal effect. 

2.4 Why don’t current regulatory powers provide sufficient controls? 

2.4.1 Existing regulatory powers establish reactive controls and sanctions the Council can apply to 
either give direction to organisations, where their works are causing significant delay and 
disruption, or apply a penalty for non-compliance (to regulations).  

2.4.2 The fundamental change introduced through a permit scheme is the ability to take a more 
proactive role in the coordination and control of works. Many of the existing powers will 
remain and can be used to complement the operation of a permit scheme, for example 
penalties for works that overrun without an agreed variation to extend the duration. 

2.4.3 A permit scheme enhances these powers through the proactive review and approval of 
works (prior to commencement), together with the capability to apply conditions to the 
planning  

2.4.4 Within England c.63% of Councils now operate a permit scheme and many demonstrate the 
benefits from these schemes through periodic evaluations and reports. 

2.4.5 Looking ahead, the introduction of Lane Rental Schemes, in which the most strategic 
sections of network carry a charge of up to £2,500 per day to work on, is on the Secretary of 
States agenda. Medway Council would need an operational permit scheme in place to 
consider the introduction of a lane rental scheme. 

2.5 What type of permit scheme does the Council intend to introduce? 

2.5.1 Medway Council intend to introduce a single-authority permit scheme that has been 
developed and operated by the following LHA’s within the South East: 

 Brighton and Hove City Council; 

 Central Bedfordshire Council;  

 Milton Keynes Council;  

 Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead Council (due November 2016); and 

 Southampton City Council.  

2.5.2 This permit scheme applies to all roads, both strategic and non-strategic, across the Councils 
network. 

2.6 When could a permit scheme be introduced? 

2.6.1 In consideration to the time required for the Council to undertake the necessary decision-
making process and business changes, together with the regulatory steps to bring a permit 
scheme into effect, the Council is aiming to commence a permit scheme from 2nd January 
2017. 
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2.6.2 Prior to the start of the permit scheme the Council will provide the minimum four weeks 
statutory notice to all those who have been consulted with. 

2.7 Is the permit scheme intended to generate revenue? 

2.7.1 Under the Permit Scheme Regulations, the Council is allowed to charge statutory 
undertakers (utility companies) a fee to issue a permit (and variation to a permit) which is 
proportionate to the cost to the Council for administering the scheme.  

2.7.2 These Fees are not applied to any works carried out for road purposes, i.e. highways work, 
such as resurfacing the highway – the administration costs associated to processing permits 
for these works are borne by the Council.  

2.7.3 The operate a permit scheme effectively, the Council needs to employee additional staff 
(refer to section 3.13). In consideration to this, the introduction of a permit scheme would 
therefore represent an overall increased cost to the Council, of which a proportion could be 
recovered through permit fees.  

2.7.4 The introduction of a permit scheme should therefore not be viewed as a mechanism to 
generate revenue, but instead for intended purpose of improving the ability to manage the 
network more effectively. 

2.8 Do the costs of a permit scheme outweigh the intended benefits? 

2.8.1 As part of the due process to introduce a permit scheme, the Council has to demonstrate that 
the proposed permit scheme is likely to deliver value for money.  

2.8.2 This requires an appraisal of the costs and benefits of the permit scheme, demonstrating that 
the scheme, on the balance of probabilities, is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and 
wider society that exceed the additional costs to operate the scheme.  

2.8.3 This appraisal would compare the additional costs for the Council to operate a permit 
scheme, primarily incurred through the employees to administer permits and associated new 
ways of working, and costed benefits. The costed benefits are based on the impact 
associated with works together with a reduction these impacts, and therefore a potential cost 
saving for Medway. These costed benefits would include: 

 road user travel time, including business use and public transport; 

 carbon emissions from the road user and associated impact to air quality; and 

 accidents taking place on the network. 

2.8.4 A full Cost-Benefit Analysis has been developed as part of the initial decision-making 
process to introduce a permit scheme. A summary of this CBA is detailed within section 5 of 
the document and the full version of the CBA was issued as a consultation document and 
can be found on the Council website. 

2.9 Will a permit scheme be applied to all roads within Medway? 

2.9.1 The Council intends to apply the permit scheme to all roads within their network. The permit 
scheme does not apply to the strategic road network in Medway, the motorways and trunk 
roads (the most significant A roads), these roads are maintained on behalf of the Secretary 
of State for Transport by Highways England. 

2.9.2 For permit schemes, the DfT has delineated roads into two (street) categories: 

 Strategically significant streets – those carrying the most traffic and designated with 
traffic-sensitive times; and 
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 Non-strategically significant streets – those carrying less traffic and without traffic-
sensitive timings. 

2.9.3 The journey experience for local residents begins once they leave their front door – normally 
in a housing estate on a lower category road (defined as non-strategically significant) – and 
ends when they reach their destination, often involving more than one mode of transport. It is 
therefore important to consider the whole journey experience within transport schemes, for 
example the drive or walk to reach the train station. 

2.9.4 In consideration to this, the Council also wants to ensure they can maximize the available 
capacity of the existing network by achieving an effective modal shift from private to public 
and sustainable transport. As part of the network management strategy, it is recognised that 
modal shift will be critical to maintaining or reducing the current network congestion. To 
ensure this is achieved across the entire network, works across the entire road network need 
to be coordinated effectively. 

2.9.5 On local roads or housing estate roads it is important to ensure pedestrian routes are 
considered properly and in particular the needs of vulnerable highway users, which might be 
adversely affected by what would otherwise be low impact, therefore low consideration, 
works on the highway. 

2.9.6 To ensure equal live-ability standards across the network all roads will be subject to the 
permit scheme. This will allow all traffic types to be considered when granting a permit. 

2.9.7 The development of the cost-benefit analysis is predicated on applying the permit scheme to 
all streets to ensure there is a robust cost-benefit ratio. 

2.10 Will a permit scheme prevent works from being carried out? 

2.10.1 The purpose of a permit scheme is not to stop works taking place, especially essential 
emergency works, repairs or road maintenance. 

2.10.2 Medway Council recognises that works are vital to deliver the services provided by utility 
companies and maintain the road network. The overall principle of the permit scheme is to 
ensure any works carried out are done so with the least impact to the road network, including 
those traveling on the network, local residents and businesses. 

2.10.3 For urgent and emergency works, there is provision within the permit scheme for works to 
commence, such as fault finding or repair, with a retrospective permit application. 

2.11 Does a permit scheme apply to all works? 

2.11.1 As specified within the Regulations, works that can be controlled under a permit scheme 
comprise both street works and works for road purposes: 

 Street works are those carried out in pursuance of a statutory right, such as a utility 
company. 

 Works for road purposes are essentially works carried out for the works for the 
maintenance of the highway, by or on behalf of the Council. 

2.11.2 Other works on the highway currently undertaken through a NRSWA license or provisions in 
the Highways Act will continue, and the permit scheme does not cover other non-work 
activities on the network, such as skips, scaffolds or events. 

2.12 As a road user will I notice any difference? 

2.12.1 It is expected that the operational of the permit scheme will embed and develop over the first 
years of operation. As both the Council and organisations become familiar with the permit 
scheme and working practices there should be an increased level of control and benefit.  
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2.12.2 Road users and local residents should not expect to see an absence of works on the roads, 
as these are essential to maintain and develop key services, however from the outset 
the visibility of planned works and access to information related to works should be 
improved.  

2.12.3 Through working together with those undertaking works over time the Council can develop 
working practices and behaviours to ensure the way in which works are carried out minimise 
impact and inconvenience.  

2.12.4 Medway Council is committed under regulations to evaluate the operation of the Medway 
Permit Scheme and to publish the results of this evaluation. It is expected that within the first 
years of operation the benefits will start to be realised, at which point an acceptable balance 
of works and disruption should be achieved and maintained. 
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3 The Medway Permit Scheme 

3.1 The Permit Scheme 

3.1.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is a single-authority permit scheme. The scheme design is 
based on the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme, version 2.5. This permit scheme design has 
been altered to produce the Medway Permit Scheme to ensure it is up-to-date and aligns to 
current regulations and any associated documents. 

3.1.2 A document showing the changes between the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme (v.2.5) and 
the Medway Permit Scheme is available at request from the Council. 

3.2 Streets included within the Permit Scheme 

3.2.1 The Medway Permit Scheme applies to all adopted and publicly maintainable streets within 
the Councils boundary – as identified within the National Street Gazetteer (NSG). 

3.2.2 Streets that are not maintainable at public expense or private streets are not included in the 
Permit Scheme.  Motorways and trunk roads for which Highways England is the Highway 
Authority are excluded from the Permit Scheme. 

3.3 Permit Scheme Compliance 

3.3.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is compliant to the Permit Scheme Regulations. 

3.3.2 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a 
document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing or varying existing 
permit schemes” (published June 2016). This checklist includes relevant sections of the 
Permit Scheme Regulations to align with sections of the permit scheme to demonstrate the 
appropriate compliance.  

3.3.3 Appendix A of this document contains a completed checklist for permit scheme content 
based on the Medway Permit Scheme. 

3.4 Use of Conditions 

3.4.1 In accordance to the Permit Scheme Regulations the permit scheme allows for the attaching 
of conditions to permits. Permit conditions serve as a key method for the Council to apply 
any specific constraints or measures to the intended works, such as consultation to specific 
parties who may be impacted by the works in advance of them being undertaken. 

3.4.2 The correct application of conditions to permits is one of the primary benefits from a permit 
scheme and are essential to achieve the desired objectives. 

3.4.3 The application of permit conditions, including the wording and numbering references, will 
align to the Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes – Permit Scheme 
Conditions (dated March 2015). 

3.5 EToN Technical Specification 

3.5.1 The administration of the Medway Permit Scheme is predicated on the use of Electronic 
Transfer of Notifications (EToN) systems – to send and receive information between the 
works promoters and the Council. 

3.5.2 The base permit scheme design is the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme which has already 
received a statement of compliance to the EToN Technical Specification from a member of 
the EToN Development Group. 

3.5.3 Medway Council has not sought a review of any changes made to this version of the 
document to produce the Medway Permit Scheme as it is deemed that none of the changes 
made will have affected the application of EToN or any associated system or business 
processes. 
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3.6 Permit Fees 

3.6.1 The permit fees contained within the Medway Permit Scheme are below the maximum levels 
set out within the Permit Scheme Regulations and represent appropriate levels for the 
Council to recover the prescribed costs.  

3.6.2 These prescribed costs comprise: 

 the costs of operating the permit scheme for the processing of statutory undertaker 
works only; and 

 the additional costs to administer the permit scheme above the current NRSWA 
function (to process notifications received from statutory undertakers). 

3.6.3 To set the permit fee levels, the Council undertook lengthy analysis of both historic works, 
over a five year period, and the projected costs to administer a permit scheme. These 
projected costs include costs, including salary, overhead and capital costs, for current and 
future employees. 

3.6.4 Using the historic work volumes, the Council projected an income from permit fees based on 
the maximum allowed fee level and then adjusted this proportionally so that the levels would 
recover the prescribed costs. This adjustment is equal to 90% of the maximum fees for every 
work and street category.  

3.7 The Permit Fee Matrix 

3.7.1 The Statutory Guidance for Permits issued in October 2015 by the DfT removed many 
existing permit scheme background documents, including the “Traffic Management Act 2004 
Permit Fee Guidance (July 2008)”. This Guidance document referenced the use of a tool to 
calculate permit fees, called the Permit Fee Matrix (PFM). 

3.7.2 This Permit Fee Matrix was developed by the DfT and enabled a Council intending to 
introduce a permit scheme to project their likely costs and permit fee levels by inputting the 
following data into the matrix: 

 Historic volumes of works; 

 Current employee costs, including overhead and charge-out rates; and 

 Projected timings for permit scheme related administrative tasks, with the ability to 
remove an element for current (NRSWA) tasks. 

3.7.3 The Council recognise that the Permit Fee Matrix has a number of limitations and flaws 
within the calculations, but it has been historically used by many existing Permit Authorities 
to provide an indicator for permit fee levels and therefore can be used as a comparative 
measure for their own permit fee level calculations. 

3.7.4 The output of the Permit Fee Matrix created for the Medway Permit Scheme provided permit 
fee levels that exceeded the maximum statutory levels and a projected cost (therefore 
prescribed income) of 175% beyond the Council’s projected actual cost.  

3.7.5 The figures within this PFM were adjusted to represent the proposed 90% of the maximum 
fee levels, which resulted in an estimated cost of 113% beyond the Council’s projected actual 
cost. 

3.8 Permit Fees on Non-strategically-significant Streets 

3.8.1 Many Councils operating permit schemes apply a zero-fee or significantly reduced fee for 
permits on non-strategically-significant streets (category 3, 4 and non-traffic-sensitive) and/or 
specific category works, e.g. minor works.  

3.8.2 In addition, the Statutory Guidance for Permits states “It is most likely that schemes will apply 
permits to 100% of the network, with fees being waived or discounted on lower priority 
roads”.  
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3.8.3 The permit fee structure within the Medway Permit Scheme does provide a proportionally 
lower fee for works on ‘lower priority roads’ (non-strategically-significant). However, Medway 
Council do not support the approach to waive the fees or discount fee further, for the reasons 
detailed below. 

3.8.4 As outlined earlier in this document, Medway Council is committed to operating a permit 
scheme across its entire road network, to administer their network management duty to all 
roads. According to the Permit Scheme Regulations, permit fee levels are set to recover the 
cost of operating the scheme (for Statutory Undertaker works only) incurred by the Council.  

3.8.5 There is an actual cost incurred to administer permits on the non-strategically-significant 
streets, albeit a reduced cost, which reflects the level of activity required and therefore the 
permit fee level is set accordingly.  

3.8.6 As Medway Council will apply the permit scheme across their entire road network and for all 
works they therefore intend to charge a proportionate permit fee for all works on all street 
categories.  

3.8.7 The Council does not want to introduce a cost-model that is predicated on recovering costs 
solely from limited works and/or street category. The following scenarios set out why the 
Council does not want to introduce this cost-model and how the overall permit fee levels 
would be disproportionate: 

 Scenario 1: if the Council decided to charge a zero-fee for Minor works on the non-
significantly strategic streets the total recovered cost would reduce by 27%. To recover 
all of the prescribed costs the other fee-levels would need to increase by 138% 
proportionally; 

 Scenario 2: if the Council decided to charge a zero-fee for both Minor works and 
Immediate on the non-significantly strategic streets the overall recovered cost would 
reduce by 40%. To recover all of the prescribed costs the other fee-levels would need 
to increase by 167% proportionally. 

3.8.8 Within the two scenarios above, works promoters undertaking works on the strategically-
significant-streets and/or of a work type not discounted would be liable for a fee level 
disproportionate to the work required to administer the permit. These organisations would 
therefore be effectively subsiding the operation of the permit scheme for other organisations 
undertaking discounted fee works. 

3.9 Self-certification of Permit Fees 

3.9.1 Once the permit scheme has been finalised, and prior to the issuing of the formal notice, a 
designated authority within the Council will sign a self-certification of permit fees. 

3.9.2 A copy of the draft self-certification of permit fees is contained within Appendix B of this 
document. 

3.10 Permit Fees for Major Works 

3.10.1 In accordance to standard industry practice and statutory guidance issued by the DfT, the 
permit fees levels for major works within the permit scheme have been delineated according 
to the type of traffic management being used and the duration of the works.  

3.10.2 Should a major work, not requiring a traffic regulation order, fall within a duration category of 
a Standard or Minor work then the appropriate fee level for this work category will be 
charged. 

3.11 Parity Treatment for all Works Promoters 

3.11.1 Medway Council is fully committed to operating the Medway Permit Scheme with parity 
treatment for all works promoters, including those undertaking works for road purposes on 
behalf of the Council. 
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3.12 HAUC (UK) Advice Note – Operation of Permit Schemes 

3.12.1 Medway Council recognise that HAUC(UK) has issued an Advice Note for consultation 
entitled “Guidance [for the] Operation of Permit Schemes (inc. Permit Condition Text) in July 
2016. 

3.12.2 In consideration to the content of this document and the potential impact to the current permit 
scheme design Medway Council can only await the outcome of this consultation process and 
the completion and issuance of this Advice Note. 

3.12.3 In principle, Medway Council will fully support any Advice Note issued by HAUC(UK), 
however in doing so they would also have to take into consideration: 

 established ways of working and best practice between the Council and works 
promoters, including the other Permit Authorities operating the same permit scheme 
design;  

 the permit scheme design, which is predicated on regulation and also in legal effect 
through an Order;  

 the capability of EToN systems, including the Council’s own EToN system, to enable 
the processes defined within Advice Note. 

3.13 Operating the Permit Scheme 

3.13.1 Within the implementation of the Medway Permit Scheme, the Council intends to increase 
the number of resources within the network management team. Additional resources are 
required to administer the new tasks and functions to operate the permit scheme, which are 
divided amongst all roles and functions.  

3.13.2 The level of involvement within the permit scheme operation will vary depending on the role, 
for example a Network Coordinator will have a significant amount of their function allocated 
to permit related tasks, whereas a TMA/NRSWA Inspector will have additional functions as 
part of their current day-to-day tasks. 

3.13.3 The chart below outlines the proposed operating structure within the Council’s network 
management service. Currently coordination of works is undertaken by a number of different 
roles within the service. Under the future structure, this will be dedicated to the Network 
Officer role, a new post, supported by the other members of the team. 
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Network Manager
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4 Consultation 

4.1 The Purpose of Consultation  

4.1.1 In accordance with Regulation 3 of the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) 
Regulations (2007), as amended by the 2015 regulations, the Council will consult with 
specified organisations and individuals (potentially effected by a permit scheme) before they 
bring a permit scheme into effect through a legal Order. 

4.1.2 A list of consulted parties can be found within Appendix C of this document. 

4.1.3 The purpose of the consultation is to seek views and questions from those potentially 
affected by the introduction of a permit scheme and other interested parties. From these 
responses, the Council will consider whether any changes are required to the permit 
scheme, or whether clarification of the scope or operation of the scheme is required. 

4.1.4 Consultation on the introduction of a permit scheme into Medway covered a period of 8 
weeks, between 12th September and 4th November 2016 (inclusive). 

4.2 Responses to Consultation 

4.2.1 Responses to the consultation will be received by the Councils Integrated Transport 
department and collated into a single list of responses. 

4.2.2 A response can relate to any section of the permit scheme or in relation to the overall scope 
or objectives of the permit scheme. Responses can be received from individuals, 
organisations or those representing an interested party or organisation. 

4.3 Use of Consultation Reponses 

4.3.1 All consultation comments, including the respondent information, will be collated into a 
central list together with the Council’s action or response to the consultation response. The 
Council is committed to publish this list of comments and responses before any formal notice 
to bring a permit scheme into effect is issued, and not later than the start of a permit scheme.  

4.3.2 The design and content of the Medway Permit Scheme has to be compliant to many different 
references, such as Statutory Instruments, Regulations, Codes of Practice and Statutory 
Guidance, so the Council is very limited in changes that can be applied to a permit scheme 
to maintain compliance to regulatory and recognition to guidance, codes of practice or 
advice. 

4.3.3 No personal data related to any respondent will be published by the Council in relation to 
Consultation, however details of organisation and role will be included. 

4.4 Accessing Consultation Documents 

4.4.1 The Council published all consultation documents to a webpage on the Council website: 
www.medway.gov.uk/permitscheme. 

4.4.2 Contact from Consultees was either via email to integratedtransport@medway.gov.uk or via 
letter to the Council’s offices at Gun Wharf, Dock Road, Chatham, Kent, ME4 4TR. 

 

http://www.medway.gov.uk/permitscheme
mailto:integratedtransport@medway.gov.uk
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5 Appraisal of Costs & Benefits 
5.1.1 The development of a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is an important element in introduction of a 

permit scheme by the Council. The CBA provides due diligence and a test of whether the 
proposed scheme is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and the wider society that 
exceed the costs of setting up and operating the scheme. 

5.1.2 The methodology to develop a Permit Scheme CBA follows the DfT guidance on transport 
scheme appraisal as set out in WebTAG, and also ensures consistency with the guidance 
presented in the DfT Permit Scheme Advice Notes.   

5.1.3 A high level summary of the approach adopted is as follows: 

 Identify the scale and nature of roadworks anticipated to occur in Medway in the 
absence of the permit scheme; 

 Quantify the societal impacts of these roadworks; 

 Estimate the reduction in roadways resulting from the permit scheme and quantify the 
benefits of this reduction; 

 Define the costs of setting up and operating the permit scheme; and 

 Undertake the cost benefit analysis and populate the WebTAG appraisal tables with 
the outputs of the appraisal. 

5.1.4 Assessment of the societal impact of roadworks taking place in the absence of the permit 
scheme is a key input to the appraisal as this informs the likely societal benefits resulting 
from a reduction in roadworks.   

5.1.5 Impacts from roadworks have been quantified through the use of the QUADRO (QUeues 
And Delays at Roadworks) model.  This allows the modelling of a range of different roadwork 
scenarios, allowing the monetisation of roadwork impacts for specific sites.  

5.1.6 The outputs of the QUADRO model provide the basis for the benefit assessment, featuring: 

 Net Consumer Economic Impact 

 Net Business Economic Impact 

 Accident Impact 

 Fuel Carbon Emission Impact 

 Present Value of Costs 

5.1.7 The document: Medway Permit Scheme: Cost-Benefit Analysis provides more detail on the 
approach to develop the CBA and includes the output of the appraisal (as outlined in the 
section above). 
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6 Appendix A: Permit Scheme Compliance Checklist 
6.1.1 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway 

authorities developing or varying existing permit schemes” (published June 2016).  

6.1.2 This checklist includes relevant sections of the Permit Scheme Regulations to align to sections of the permit scheme to demonstrate the 
appropriate compliance.  

6.1.3 The following tables outline details contained with the checklist and specific documents and sections where information can be found in relation 
to the Medway Permit Scheme.  

6.1.4 Within these tables the following abbreviations apply: 

 MPS = Medway Permit Scheme 

 MPS Overview = Medway Permit Scheme Overview document 

 MPS CBA = Medway Permit Scheme Cost-Benefit Analysis document 

6.2 High Level Checklist 

ID 
Permit Scheme 
Regulations 

Statutory 
Guidance 

Subject Document Reference 

1   

Scheme compliance statement which includes:   

The Legal name of the authority/authorities included an assurance 
of compliance with current electronic communication structure. 

MPS Overview  

Introduction 

A table showing regulatory compliance. Appendix A 

Confirmation that all financial requirements have been met. Section 5 

2   

The Permit Scheme document must:   

Clearly define the streets to which the scheme applies. MPS Section 4 

Detail the team that will be in place to operate the scheme. MPS Overview 3.13 
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Detail the approach to post-implementation evaluation. MPS 22.1.1 

Should demonstrate benchmarking undertaken & completed. MPS 22.2.1 

3 4 (1) (c) & 40  Demonstration of compliance with the non-discrimination obligation. MPS 2.5.4 

4 4 (1) b  Permit Scheme Objectives including the improvements expected. MPS Section 3 

5 4 (1) (d)  
How and when the Permit Authority proposes to evaluate the 
scheme so as to measure it continually against its objectives [by 
written statement from senior manager]. 

MPS Section 22 

6 4 (1) (e)   
The costs and benefits, financial or otherwise, which the Permit 
Authority anticipates will result from the Permit Scheme. 

MPS Cost-Benefit 
Analysis 

MPS CBA and 
Section 5 

7 

4 (1)(f)  
The evidence considered by the Permit Authority as to the fees 
which may be charged, and the reasons for its decision (fees 
matrix). 

MPS Overview Section 3.6 

  LA Undertaking - Fee self-certification. MPS Overview Appendix B 

29 &30  
To confirm that the fees and costs are developed in line with the 
Regulations, they cover the costs of the scheme only, and are 
proportionate to the value added by issuing a permit. 

MPS Overview Appendix B 

8 4(g)  The proposed implementation date. MPS 2.3.6 

9 4(h)  
Details of any transitional arrangements which the Permit Authority 
would wish to apply in relation to the Permit Scheme coming into 
effect. 

MPS Section 21 

10 3 & 4 (1) (g)  
Consultation Report – changes to scheme clearly shown in 
response to the consultation. 

Consultation 
Report 

To be issued post 
consultation. 

11   
References to nationally significant initiatives, for example, 
implementation of Superfast Broadband or similar. 

MPS 2.3.5 
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6.4 Detailed Checklist 

ID 
Permit Scheme 
Regulations 

Statutory 
Guidance 

Subject Document Reference 

   Consultation   

1 r3 (1) (a) 2.2 – 2.9 
Consulted all statutory undertakers and s50 holders in the area – 
regulation 3. 

MPS Overview Section 4 

2 r3 (1) (b) 2.2 – 2.9 
Consulted all authorities whose streets/areas are included or 
affected by the scheme – regulation 3. 

3 r3 (1) (c)  2.2 – 2.9 
Consulted TfL – only applicable if scheme is in or borders TfL 
network. 

4 r3 (1) (d) 2.2 – 2.9 Consulted any PTE if the scheme covers their area. 

5 r3 (1) (e)  2.2 – 2.9 
Consulted the emergency services which operate in the area 
covered by the scheme. 

6 r3 (1) (f) 2.2 – 2.9 
Consulted the Secretary of State for Transport – as set out in 
regulation 3. 

7 r4(i) 1.35 
The proposal contains a summary of responses to the consultation 
and the changes made in the light of the consultation. 

Consultation 
Report 

To be issued post 
consultation. 

8   

It is good practice to consider providing all activity promoters 
operating within the permit area, and all those consulted on the 
proposed scheme, with the details of post consultation changes 
before the scheme goes live. 

Consultation 
Report 

To be issued post 
consultation. 

   
Scheme objectives, design, cost-benefit analysis 
and evaluation arrangements 

  

9 r4(b) 1.21 The scheme must state its objectives. MPS Section 3 
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10  1.28 
There is an explanation of the Permit Authority’s chosen design for 
the permit scheme – 100% of the network, or an area largely 
defined by its significantly significant streets. 

MPS Overview 2.9 

11 r4(c) 9.4 – 9.7 
The scheme sets out how the permit authority will ensure non - 
discrimination between permit applicants. 

MPS 2.5.4 

12  1.35 
The scheme is designed to ensure, as far as possible, parity of 
treatment between both types of works by evidence of compliance 
with KPIs. 

MPS 22.2 

13 r4(d) 2.10 – 2.13 
The scheme sets out how and when the permit authority will 
evaluate the scheme to ensure that the stated objectives are met. 

MPS 22.1.1 

14 r4 (1) (e)  2.12 & 3.70 
The submission sets out the costs and benefits of the scheme and 
the consultation considers responses to the consultation. 

MPS Overview 

Section 4 

Consultation 
Report 

   Coverage of the scheme   

15 r4(2) 2.10 – 2.13 
The Permit Authority will need to be able to confirm that the scheme 
has been prepared in accordance with and complies with these 
regulations. 

MPS 

1.1.1 

16 r7(1) 1.33-1.35 The scheme states the area it will cover. 4.1.1 

17 r8(1) 1.28 – 1.30 
The scheme states the streets within the area that are included in 
the scheme. 

4.3 

18 r6(1) 3.2 – 3.4 The scheme states the types of works the scheme applies to. Section 5 

19  1.55 
The scheme includes both highway and statutory undertakers’ 
works. 

2.5.3 

20  1.37–1.41 & 7.1 
All works comprising “registerable works” in terms of the 2007 
Notices Regulations under NRSWA are included in the scheme. 

2.5 
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21 r9(2) 3.9 & 3.10 
The scheme states which specified people or types of people do not 
have to apply for a permit, and in which circumstances. 

Section 6 

   Implementation and transition   

22 r4(g) 1.35 & 4.3 
The scheme states the date when the permit scheme is going to 
start operation. 

MPS 

2.3.6 

23 r4(h) 1.35 & 9.8 – 9.9 
The scheme sets out any transitional arrangements that the 
authority proposes to implement. 

Section 21 

   
Compliance with general technical and definitional 
requirements 

  

24  1.42 
The scheme is set up to receive applications, issue notices and 
otherwise communicate electronically. 

MPS 10.2.1 

25  1.42 
The scheme is designed to operate in a manner which complies 
with the Technical Specification (EToN) and follows its 
requirements. 

MPS Overview 3.5 

26  1.43 
The scheme uses a nationally consistent local street gazetteer for 
identifying streets. 

MPS 

4.3.3 

27  1.44 
The scheme provides that a “street” refers to that length of road 
associated with a single USRN, i.e. to part of a whole street where 
a street is subdivided. 

4.2.1 

28  1.45 The permit authority’s local street gazetteer is upgraded to level 3. 4.3.2 

29 r33(2) 
7.1 – 7.5  & 7.20 
– 7.22 

The permit authority is committed to creating and maintaining a 
register containing the names of each street included in the scheme 
and specifying whether such streets have been designated as 
protected, of special engineering difficulties, or traffic-sensitive. 

4.3.3 
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30  7.1-7.5 
The permit authority is committed to maintaining a register in 
connection with their permit scheme containing information about all 
registerable activities on those streets. 

20.1.1 

31  7.10-7.11 

The permit authority is committed to ensuring that all the 
information held in permit registers is referenced to the Elementary 
Street Unit Identifier, and the Unique Street Reference Number 
(USRN) and that permit registers follow the street works equivalent 
by being GIS (Geographic Information System) based. 

20.1 

20.2 

32  1.4 

The scheme uses the same or equivalent definitions or 
requirements as are used in the NRSWA notice system for: 
Registerable activities/works; 
Categories of activities/works (major, standard, minor and 
immediate activities/works); 
Street gazetteers, including street referencing by means of Unique 
Street Reference Number (USRN) and Associated Street Data 
(ASD); 
Street reinstatement categories as defined in the NRSWA 
Reinstatement Specification; 
The distinction between main roads and minor roads, where such 
distinctions are relevant; and 
Streets designated as protected, having special engineering 
difficulty or traffic-sensitive. 

Section 4 

   Provisional Advance Authorisations (PAAs)   

33  3.2 

If the scheme requires a PAA for major works then the promoter 
should be required to provide the final detailed information in 
support of its application for a permit at least 10 working days 
before the activity is due to commence. 

MPS 8.2.3 

34  3.19 & 3.51 
The scheme incorporates a requirement for PAAs in relation to 
major permits only. 

MPS 8.2.2 

35 r11(2) 3.19 
Where a scheme requires PAAs to be applied for it specifies the 
information that should be included in the application for a PAA. 

MPS 8.2.6 
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36  3.19 – 3.20 

The scheme requires an application for a PAA to specify proposed 
start and end dates for the relevant activities, although the scheme 
should allow sufficient flexibility to enable the dates to be 
reasonably adjusted when a permit is ultimately issued. 

MPS 11.1 

37  3.16 
The information stipulated by the scheme to support an application 
for a PAA should be equivalent to, and certainly should not exceed, 
that required in support of an application for a permit. 

MPS 11.1.2 

38 r11(6)  
Where a scheme requires a PAA to be applied for, it requires that a 
copy of the PAA is sent to a relevant authority or any other body 
having apparatus in the street when it is requested by that body. 

MPS 8.2.9 

39   

Where a PAA has been given but a full permit has not yet been 
issued and proposals change, the scheme stipulates that the Permit 
Authority has to be informed of the proposed changes and a revised 
application for PAA or permit made. 

MPS 15.4 

   Immediate activities   

41   

Immediate Activities are defined as emergency works as defined in 
section 52 of NRSWA, or activities (not being emergency works) 
whose execution at the time they are executed is required (or which 
the person responsible for the works believes on reasonable 
grounds to be required)— 
(i) to prevent or put an end to an unplanned interruption of any 
supply or service provided by the promoter; 
(ii) to avoid substantial loss to the promoter in relation to an existing 
service; or 
(iii) to reconnect supplies or services where the promoter would be 
under a civil or criminal liability if the reconnection is delayed until 
after the expiration of the appropriate notice period; 
This includes works that cannot reasonably be separated or 
severed from such works. 

MPS 15.4.2 

42   
That the scheme provides that the initial (emergency) stage of 
emergency works are exempt from requiring a permit. 

MPS 9.5.2 
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43   
The scheme requires promoters of immediate activities to apply for 
a permit within two hours of the activity starting. 

MPS 9.5.3 

44   
The scheme is able to link an immediate activity and the conditions 
attached to it prior to a permit being issued with the application for a 
permit for that immediate activity when it is made. 

MPS 9.5.6 

45   
The scheme has different procedures in place for immediate works 
& fault finding (e.g. for identifying the exact position of gas leaks) 

MPS 15.10.1 

46   
The ASD must be marked with any streets for which the scheme 
requires a promoter to ring the authority when starting immediate 
works. 

MPS 9.5.2 

   Other works requiring permits   

47 r9(1)  
The scheme includes a provision requiring a permit to be obtained 
before specified works are carried out in a specified street. 

MPS 5.1.3 

48 r9(8)  
The scheme provides that each phase of work requires a separate 
permit, e.g. a separate permit would be required for interim and 
permanent reinstatements. 

MPS 7.4 

49   
Standard activities are defined in the scheme as those activities, 
other than immediate or major activities, that have a planned 
duration of between 4 and 10 working days inclusive. 

MPS 9.3 

50   
The scheme stipulates that a standard permit is applied for 10 days 
in advance of works commencing. 

MPS 10.7 

51   
Minor Activities are defined in the scheme as activities other than 
immediate or major activities, where the planned working is 3 
working days or less. 

MPS 9.4 

52   
The scheme stipulates that a minor permit is applied for 3 days in 
advance of works commencing. 

MPS 10.7 
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   Applications for permits   

53   
The scheme requires promoters applying for permits or PAAs to 
copy their applications to any authority or undertaker that has 
requested to see permit applications on certain streets. 

MPS 
8.2.9 

8.3.4 

54 r9(3)  
The information that has to be included in a permit application is 
specified in the scheme. 

MPS 11 

55 r9(4)  
The scheme requires that each application for a permit only covers 
one street. 

MPS 12.1.1 

56 r9(5)  
The scheme requires each application for a permit or a variation of 
a permit to include an estimate of the likely duration of the works. 

MPS 
11.1.1 

15.11.1 

57   
The scheme requires a sufficiently detailed description of the 
activities to be provided to allow the street authority to assess the 
likely impact of the activity. 

MPS 12.2 

58   

The scheme requires promoters to include an accurate location in 
their application based on National Grid References, one in the 
centre of the excavation for small excavations and one at each end 
of trenches, along with the dimensions of the space taken up by the 
activity in the street. 

MPS 12.3.1 

59   

The scheme requires each application for a permit to include 
proposed start and end dates, and should require applicants to 
indicate whether they wish the permit to cover work at weekends 
and on Bank Holidays (where applicable). 

MPS 12.4.1 

60   

The scheme allows the Permit Authority to require the applicant to 
provide an illustration of the works (including plans, digital 
photographs etc.) in appropriate cases. Activities on streets with 
Special Engineering Difficulty will in any case require a plan and 
section. This should include details of what the works are, whether 
they are likely to affect more than one lane of the street and if 
possible a numerical measure of estimated disruption. 

MPS 12.5 
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61   
The scheme requires applicants to supply details of the planned 
techniques to be used, such as open cut, trench share, minimum 
dig technique or no dig. 

MPS 12.6.1 

62   

The scheme requires applicants to supply details of their traffic 
management proposals including applications for approval for 
portable light signals, including any requirement for action by the 
local authority, such as the need for Temporary Traffic Regulation 
Orders to facilitate the works. 

MPS 12.7 

63   
The scheme requires that activity promoters provide their best 
estimate of the excavation depth as part of the application. 

MPS 12.8 

64   

The scheme requires applicants to indicate whether the activity is 
intended to be completed with interim or permanent reinstatement 
or a mixture of both. If the latter, then details would need to be 
provided as to where interim or permanent reinstatements will be 
completed within that permit. 

MPS 12.9 

65   
The scheme requires applications to include the provisional number 
of estimated inspection units appropriate to the activity. 

MPS 12.10 

66   

The scheme requires all applications to include the contact details 
of the person appointed by the activity promoter to deal with any 
problems that may occur during the activity, including any provision 
made for out of hours contact by the promoter. 

MPS 11.2 

   Permit content and conditions   

67 r9(6)  
The scheme provides for each permit to specify the duration within 
which the specified works on a specified street are by that permit 
authorised. 

MPS 14.2.2 

68   
There is a commitment to date permits in calendar days not working 
days. 

MPS 14.2.2 
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69   

The scheme is designed so that in relation to category 0, 1, 2, and 
traffic-sensitive streets the planned commencement date and 
finishing date for the activity are the start date and end dates 
respectively on the permit. The permit will not be valid before the 
start date on the permit and will cease to be valid once the end date 
has passed unless a variation is granted. 

MPS 7.10.1 

70   

The scheme is designed so that category 3 and 4 streets that are 
not traffic-sensitive are effectively treated as ‘noticing’ – they will 
provide for permit start and end dates which should allow for 
flexibility in the start of the activity, but once the activity is started it 
must be completed within the activity duration period specified in 
the permit. The starting window should be 5 working days for major 
and standard activities and 2 working days for minor activities. 

MPS 7.10.2 

71   
The scheme is designed to ensure that working at weekends or on 
bank holidays is reflected in the permit start and end dates and are 
subject to any legislative controls. 

MPS 14.2.2 

72   
The scheme provides for the national permit conditions to be 
applied where appropriate. 

MPS 13.2 

73   
The scheme provides that the permit will specify in detail the activity 
it allows and the conditions attached. 

MPS 13.1 

74   
The scheme provides that any constraints in the original application 
should be reflected in conditions in the permit. 

MPS 13.1.1 

75   
The scheme provides that an issued permit will contain all the 
conditions attached to the permit so that there is no ambiguity about 
the validity and terms of the permit. 

MPS 13.1.1 

76   
The scheme imposes a national condition that requires the permit 
reference number to be prominently displayed for each set of 
works. 

MPS 13.3.5 

   Time limits for responses to applications   
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77   

The scheme sets out times in which the permit authority will 
respond to applications for: 
PAAs, 
variations of permits; and 
permit conditions. 

MPS 10.7 

78   
The time limits for the permit authority to respond to a permit 
application are set out in the statutory guidance. 

MPS 10.7 

   Issue of permits: procedure   

79   
The scheme provides that permits will be sent to the promoter 
electronically through the EToN system. 

MPS 14.2.1 

80   

The scheme provides that the permit will be placed on the permit 
register and copied to any undertaker, authority or other relevant 
body that has asked to be informed about activities on a particular 
street. 

MPS 20.1. 

81   
The scheme provides that a permit will be issued to the promoter 
for every permit that is granted. 

MPS 
14.2.1 

15.1.1 

82   
The scheme provides that all permits will be given a unique 
reference number (following the EToN numbering conventions). 

MPS 15.11.1 

83   
The scheme provides that permits will be marked so as to indicate 
cross references to any linked permits which have also been 
issued. 

MPS 7.3.3 

   Revocation and variation of permits   

84 r15(1)  
The scheme includes provisions to enable the permit authority to 
vary and/or revoke permits and permit conditions. 

MPS 15.2 
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85 r10(6)  

Where a condition is specified in a permit the Permit Authority must 
use the wording and numbering for that condition set out in the 
Statutory Guidance – Permit Scheme Conditions issued 17 March 
2015. 

MPS 13.2 

86   
The scheme includes a statement of the Permit Authority’s policy as 
to the circumstances in which it will review, vary or revoke permits 
on its own initiative. 

MPS 
15.1.1 

15.1.2 

87   

The scheme sets out the process by which: 
a promoter who no longer requires a permit for an activity can 
request the authority to revoke or cancel a permit that has already 
been issued; or 
an authority can cancel or withdraw an application that has been 
submitted but for which a permit has not yet been granted. 

MPS 
15.3.1 

10.8 

88   

The scheme sets out clearly how applications for variations to 
permits or conditions should be made. It provides that where the 
existing permit has more than 20% of its duration or more than two 
working days to run, whichever is the longer, the promoter shall 
apply for a variation electronically. 

MPS 
15.9.1 

10.7 

89   

The scheme stipulates that in any other case the promoter shall first 
telephone the Permit Authority to ascertain whether the Authority is 
prepared to grant a variation and only apply, again electronically, if 
the Authority is so prepared. 

MPS 15.9.2 

90 r15(2)  
The scheme specifies the information that needs to be included in 
an application for a variation or revocation of a permit or permit 
condition. 

MPS 15.11.1 

   Other miscellaneous aspects of scheme content   
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91   

Part 8 of the Regulations amend NRSWA section 58 (restrictions on 
works following substantial road works) and section 74 (charge for 
occupation of the highway where works unreasonably prolonged) 
for undertakers’ works only. The scheme provides similar 
arrangements for highway authorities’ works, in the interests of 
parity. 

MPS 2.8.3 

92   
The permit scheme has taken into account any known national 
infrastructure projects. For example: Broadband roll out and rail 
projects etc. 

MPS 2.3.5 

93 r13  

If a scheme has specified types of works where a permit does not 
apply, but still wants to apply national conditions to these types of 
works, then the scheme specifies how these conditions are to be 
identified and how these will be brought to the attention of the 
undertaker. 

MPS N/A 

   Fees   

94 r4(f)  
The proposal provides the evidence considered by the permit 
authority when deciding on the proposed fee levels, and the 
reasons for their decisions. 

MPS Overview Section 3.6 

95 R29 & 30  
Permit fees are within the maximum specified and appropriate only 
to the added value being added. 

MPS Overview Section 3.6 

96 r30(2)  
Where applicable the scheme sets out the range of fees that may 
be charged and the criteria which are taken into account when 
determining how the applicable fee is identified from the range. 

MPS Appendix E 

97   

The scheme provides that where a permit variation would move an 
activity into a higher category, the promoter will be required to pay 
the difference between the permit fees for the two categories as 
well as the permit variation fee. 

MPS 17.1.1 (iv) 

98   
The scheme provides that where, through no action, failing or fault 
on the part of the promoter, the Permit Authority revokes the 
promoter’s permit, no fee should be payable for the new permit. 

MPS 17.2.2 (iv) 
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99   
The permit scheme sets out the circumstances in which the permit 
fees are discounted. 

MPS 17.2.3 

   ‘Linked schemes’ – looking for economies of scale   

100 Sg14 16 (4) 

Schemes may need to demonstrate to each other (and via their 
approving structure) that they have fully discussed and come to an 
agreement on the economies of scale they are working to achieve – 
so they can evaluate outcomes. 

N/A N/A 

101   
Schemes may wish (where relevant) to appoint a person to be 
responsible for financial accounting. 

N/A N/A 

102   
Schemes may wish to consider sharing (and being able to 
demonstrate effective) network management duty. 

N/A N/A 
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7 Appendix B: Self-certification of Permit 
Fees 
Once the permit scheme has been finalised, and prior to the issuing of the formal notice, the 
following self-certification of permit fees undertaking will be signed by the designated 
Authority within Medway Council. 

 

CERTIFICATION OF PERMIT FEES FOR THE MEDWAY PERMIT SCHEME 

This undertaking is made in consideration of section 37(9) of the Traffic Management 
Act 2004 and regulations 29 and 32 of the Traffic Management Permit Scheme 
(England) Regulations 2007 (SI 2007 No. 3372) and the Traffic Management Permit 
Scheme (England) (Amendment) Regulations, (SI 2015 No. 958) (“the regulations”). 

This undertaking is given on INSERT DATE by Medway Council whose registered 
office is situated at Gun Wharf, Dock Road, Chatham, Kent, ME4 4TR. 

On behalf of Medway Council, the signatory certifies that the proposed fees payable 
under the Medway Permit Scheme have been calculated in accordance with 
regulations and prescribed costs. 

To the best of the signatory’s knowledge and belief, the permit scheme is compliant 
with the statutory guidance and with regulations 29 and 32 of the regulations and the 
income from the proposed fees will not exceed the prescribed costs of operating the 
permit scheme. 

In accordance to the regulations Medway Council undertakes to identify and evaluate 
the sums paid by way of fees and the prescribed costs of operating the scheme. 
Following each evaluation, if fee income has exceeded the prescribed costs, Medway 
Council undertakes to make the necessary adjustments to fee levels for the 
subsequent year in order to comply with the regulations. 

Yours Sincerely 

 

 

 

 

Name 

Title 

On behalf of Medway Council 
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8 Appendix C: List of Consultees 
The list below contains the people or organisations who were contacted for consultation on 
the introduction of a permit scheme into Medway. 

 

Above Net Communications Adshel UK Ltd AJ Networking  

Aldershot MOD Site - Highways Alfred McAlpine - Leakage Dig Up 
Project 

Allcom ltd  

Allhallows Parish Council Amey Mouchel (Area 19) Amey Mouchel (Area 9) 

Amey Mouchel (MAC 13) AMScott (Area 7) Aone (Area 14) 

Aptus Utilities Aptus Utilities working on behalf of 
ESP Electricity 

Arriva Southern Counties Ltd 

ASD Transport Ltd Ashford District Council Atkins Highways & Transportation 
(Area2) 

Atkins Highways & Transportation 
(Area6) 

Atkins NRSWA Team Autolink Concessionaires Ltd 
(DBFO 8) 

Avent Engineering Ltd (IPL) AWH Utilities (IPL) AWH Utility Services Ltd 

Babtie Group (DBFO 1) Benchmark Utility on behalf of ESP 
Electricity 

Benchmark Utility Solutions Ltd 

Blyth Construction Ltd (IPL) British Gas Connections Ltd British Gas New Housing 
Connections 

Browne (Waste) North East 
Provinces 

BT Cable & Wireless Communication 

Cable & Wireless Worldwide Head 
Office 

Canterbury City Council Cappagh (Waste) 

Carillion Plc Carillion URS (Area 8) Carillion Utility Services 

Carillion WSP (Area 12) CARTLEDGE Chalkwell 

Clancy Docwra -North London 
Mains & Service 

Clancy Group Clancy-Docwra ShortTerm R&M 
North London 

Clean Water - South London Clean Water - South& East 
Provinces 

Clean Water- South& East 
Provinces 

Clear Channel Clear Channel UK Clearway Waste Water 

Cliffe and Cliffe Woods Parish 
Council 

CM Utilities (IPL) CMU Infrastructure Ltd 

Colt (JSM Construction Ltd) Comet Waste Water Commercial Operations 

Complete Energy Solution Ltd 
(Daly IPL) 

Complete Energy Solutions Ltd Complete Energy Solutions Ltd 
(IPL) 

Connect Road Operators (DBFO 6) Connect Utilities (England North) Connect Utilities (England South) 

Connect Utilities Limited Cooling Parish Council Core Utilities 
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Core Utility Solutions CrossRail Crown Utilities (UNC) 

CSD Key Accounts - Tidworth Custom Communications  Customer Side Leakage 

Customer Side Leakage - Thames 
Valley, H 

Cuxton Parish Council Dartford Borough Council 

Data Techniques  Department for Transport Developer Services - Amec 

Developer Services - Docwra Developer Services - J Browne Developer Services(xcludg 
Comercial Wxs) 

District Metering (London& Thames 
Valley 

District Metering Maintenance DK Utilities Ltd 

DOCWRA (Waste) Dover District Council E.On Energy Services 

East of England Network EALDZ East of England Network EMLDZ EDF Energy Networks 

Eirscot for Level 3 Elgin Elm Surfacing Limited   

Elm Surfacing Ltd on behalf of 
Interoute 

Energy Services Engineering - Capital Delivery - J 
Browne 

Engineering - Capital Delivery 
Clean  

Engineering - Capital Delivery 
Clean - McNicholas 

Engineering - Clean Water 
Miscellaneous 

Engineering - Clean Water Network 
North 

Engineering - Clean Water Network 
South 

Engineering VMR - Alfred McAlpine 

Engineering VMR - SkanSka / 
McNicholas 

Enterprise - New Supplies & Mains Enterprise Managed Services 

Envoy Asset Management (IPL) ES Pipelines Ltd ESP Electricity Ltd 

Exoteric Gas Solutions (IPL) Express Pipe Laying & Repairs Ltd   Fin Telecom 

Flexicomms Ltd  Flowline - Waste Water Frindsbury Extra Parish Council 

Fulcrum Fulcrum Gas Services Ltd Fulcrum Limited 

Future Utility Solutions Gauge Communication on behalf of 
Level 3 

Gravesham Borough Council 

GTC - CMU GTC - CMU-GTC direct GTC - ENC 

GTC - Express Pipe Laying & 
Repairs Ltd 

GTC - Future Utility Solutions GTC - Future Utility Solutions-GTC 
direc 

GTC - Power On Connections GTC- British Gas/Centrica GTC- Independent Water Networks 

GTC Pipelines Ltd H2O Networks Ltd Halcrow Group Ltd (Area 18) 

Halling Parish Council Harlaxton Engineering Services Ltd  High Halstow Parish Council 

Hoo St. Werburgh Parish Council HVMS on behalf of ESP Electricity ICS District 1 

Independent Power Networks Inspections & Surveys - PJ Keary Instalcom Ltd 

Interoute InterRoute (Area 2) InterRoute (Area 4) 

Intoto Utilities Ltd J Murphy& Sons Ltd JFD Utilities 
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John Henry Group  JSM Construction Limited  KCC NETWORK OPERATIONS, 
KENT HIGHWAY SERVICE 

Kent and Medway Walking Bus 
Group 

Kent County Council Kent Highways 

KENTONS KINGSGATE AND FITZROY 
AVENUES ROAD FUND 

Le Crossing Company Ltd 

Leakage Detection - Farrer 
Consulting Ltd 

Leakage Detection - Morrison Utility 
Services Ltd 

Leakage Detection - Mouchel Ltd 

Leakage Detection - P N Daly Ltd Level 3 Communications London Network NLLDZ 

Maidstone Borough Council Mains Rehabilitation - Kidlington Mains Rehabilitation - Wallingford 

Mains Rehabilitation - White 
Waltham 

Mains Rehabilitation - Wraysbury Mansell  

Manterfield Drilling  McAlpine Utility Services McNicholas Construction  

Medway Licensed Taxi Drivers 
Association 

Metering - Clancy Docwra Metering Metering - Sales Max Investigation 

Midland Expressway Ltd Morgan - RMG Activities, South 
London 

Morland Utilities Limited  

Morland Utilities LTD(IPL) Morrison On Behalf Of Southern 
Water 

Mott MacDonald (Area 3) 

Mouchel Consulting Ltd (Area 5) Multi Utility UK Multitech Contracts (IPL) 

National Electricity Transmission National Gas Transmission National Joint Utilities Group 

National Networks National Noticing and Defect Admin National Noticing Department 

NEW ASH GREEN VILLAGE 
ASSOCIATION LTD 

North West Network NWLDZ Northern Energy Connections  

NR Infrastructure Protection 
Manager 

NR-EA NRSWA Manager NR-HQ ERTMS 

NR-HQ Major Stations NR-HQ Telecommunications 
Engineer 

NR-SE HQ-PROJECT 2012 

NR-SE PM BUILDINGS 
STATIONS& DEPOTS 

NR-SE PM SIGNAL MINOR 
WORKS [SOUTH] 

NR-SE PM TRACK RENEWALS 

NR-SE SPM SIGNALS MAJOR 
PROJECTS [SOUTH] 

NTA (Area 20) NTL 

NTL NATIONAL REGION (UK) Nu-Venture O2 (Balfour Beatty) 

O2 (CAIP) O2 (Carillion Utility Services) O2 (Cellular Systems Ltd) 

O2 (Cintel Structual Consultants 
Ltd) 

O2 (Clarke Telecom) O2 (CNS) 

O2 (Commscope) O2 (Contract Lifting Solutions Ltd) O2 (Cornerstone) 

O2 (Eitel Networks) O2 (Ericsson) O2 (Galliford Try) 
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O2 (GS Hall) O2 (GTL Europe Limited) O2 (Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd) 

O2 (Hutchinson Engineering) O2 (IC Solutions RTS) O2 (John Madden Transport) 

O2 (Kier MG Limited) O2 (KTL) O2 (Lifting Power Ltd) 

O2 (Magdalene) O2 (McGee Networks) O2 (Mitie TFM Xenon Project) 

O2 (MJ Quinn) O2 (Mono Consultants) O2 (NET Coverage Solutions Ltd) 

O2 (NSN) O2 (Savills Telecom Ltd) O2 (Swann Services) 

O2 (Telent) O2 (TJames Telecoms Limited) O2 (Waldon Telecom) 

O2 Cornerstone - ARC 
Communications 

One2One ONSITE (WASTE) 

Operations Production Group   Optima (Area 11) Orange PCS 

Parsons Brinckerhoff Ltd (Area 1) PDI Utilities   Peek 

Pipework (GB) Ltd PN Daly R& M South London (Darenth) 

Revenue Metering  Revenue Metering Group Revenue Metering Group - Kemac 

RMS (Darrington) Ltd Road Link Ltd/North Pennine Link 
Group 

Road Management Services 
(DBFO 4) 

Road Management Services Ltd 
(DBFO 3) 

Rochester Bridge Trust Romec 

S&S Power Distribution Sytems SE Level Crossings Manager SE Regional Signals Engineer 

SE Territory Outside Party 
Engineer 

SE Territory Structures Engineer SEC Distribution Services 

Secretary of State for Transport Sevenoaks Borough Council Severn River Crossing PLC 

Sewer Cleaning - West Provinces  SGN - East Kent SGN - London 

SGN - Surrey SGN - Sussex SGN - West Kent 

South East Water Southern Gas Networks  Southern Water 

SSE Contracting Out of Area St. James Isle of Grain Parish 
Council 

St. Mary Hoo Parish Council 

Stoke Parish Council Sustainable Energy Connections 
(SEC)  

Sustans 

Swale Borough Council Telefonica/O2 Paragon Telecoms Thanet District Council 

Thus PLC   T-Mobile (UK) Ltd  Tonbridge & Malling Borough 
Council 

TriConnex Triconnex on behalf of ESP 
Electricity 

Trunk Sewers Maintenance 

Tunbridge Wells Borough Council Turriff Contractors Ltd Tycom Networks (UK) Ltd 

UK Power Networks UK Power on behalf of ESP 
Electricity 

UKPN WRP - Medway 
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UKPN WRP - Richmond Veolia Water Outsourcing Ltd  Victorian Mains - Clancy Docwra 

Victorian Mains - Laing O'Rourke Victorian Mains - Murphy Victorian Mains Upgrade - South 
London 

Vodafone (Ex CW - National) Vodafone Cornerstone - Alifabs Vodafone Cornerstone - ARC 
Communications 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Balfour 
Beatty 

Vodafone Cornerstone - CAIP Vodafone Cornerstone - Cellular 
Systems 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Cintel 
Structual Consultants Ltd 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Clark 
Telecom Che 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Clark 
Telecom Old 

Vodafone Cornerstone - CU 
Phosco 

Vodafone Cornerstone - DAEL Vodafone Cornerstone - Devoteam 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Eltel 
Networks 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Galliford Vodafone Cornerstone - Hartwood 
Services 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Heyrod Vodafone Cornerstone - Huawei Vodafone Cornerstone - 
Hutchinson Engineering 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Kier MG 
Limited 

Vodafone Cornerstone - KTL Vodafone Cornerstone - LCC 

Vodafone Cornerstone - 
Magdalene 

Vodafone Cornerstone - 
Magdalene (c/o Amberon) 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Mitie TFM 
Xenon Project 

Vodafone Cornerstone - MJ Quinn Vodafone Cornerstone - Mlltelecom Vodafone Cornerstone - NET 
Coverage Solutions Ltd 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Paragon 
Telecoms Ltd 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Road 
Traffic Solutions 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Savills 
Telecom 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Shields 
Environmental 

Vodafone Cornerstone - T James 
Telecoms L 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Telent 
Technology Services Ltd 

Vodafone Cornerstone - Virtua Vodafone Cornerstone BT Bristol Vodafone Cornerstone 
Commscope (Tyco) Wa 

Vodafone Cornerstone Mono Vodafone Cornerstone Mono 041 Vodafone Cornerstone SIAE UK 

Vodafone Cornerstone Sitec 
Infrastructure Services Ltd 

Vodafone Cornerstone Swann 
Group 

Vodafone Cornerstone Tyco 
Chertsey 

Vodafone Cornerstone WHP 
Projects Ltd 

Vodafone Defective Apparatus and 
Section 

Volker Highways Limited 

Volkers/Fitzpatrick Contractors Vtesse Networks Limited Waste Water - London 
(Hammersmith) 

Waste Water - London (Hogsmill) Waste Water - North East Area 
Network Team 

Waste Water - North East London 
Area Network 

Waste Water - Provinces 
(Camberley) 

Waste Water - SE London Area 
Network Team 

Waste Water - South East Area 
Network Team 

Waste Water - South London Waste Water - Waterflow Plc Waste Water - West London Area 
Network Team 

Waste Water - Western Area 
Network Team 

Waste Water CCTV Surveys - 
Comet Tankers 

Waste Water CCTV Surveys - 
Flowline 
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Waste Water CCTV Surveys - JK 
Environmental 

Waste Water CCTV Surveys - MTS Waste Water CCTV Surveys - 
Waterflow 

Waste Water Maintenance SPS Waste Water Network Ops - MTS 
Cleansing 

Waste Water -Provinces (Hemel 
Hempstead) 

Waste Water Quality - Denetech 
Services 

Waste Water Quality - Future 
Amtec 

Waste Water Quality - Hertsmere 
BC 

Waste Water Quality - Werm Ltd West Midlands Network WMLDZ WILTSHIRE STREET LIGHTING 

WK Engineering Services Ltd WS Atkins Consultants (Area 10) WSP Civils Ltd (Area 16) 

Yorkshire Link Limited (DBFO 2)   
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	Figure
	1 Introduction 
	Under the power of section 33(1) of the Traffic Management Act 2004 (TMA) and in compliance with the following references Medway Council in the capacity as a Local Highways Authority (LHA), intends to introduce a Permit Scheme, the Medway Permit Scheme: 
	 Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations 2007, Statutory Instrument 2007 No. 3372 made on 28 November 2007; 
	 Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations 2007, Statutory Instrument 2007 No. 3372 made on 28 November 2007; 
	 Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations 2007, Statutory Instrument 2007 No. 3372 made on 28 November 2007; 

	 Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) (Amendment) Regulations, Statutory Instrument 2015 No. 958 made on 26th March 2015; and 
	 Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) (Amendment) Regulations, Statutory Instrument 2015 No. 958 made on 26th March 2015; and 

	 Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes dated October 2015,  
	 Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes dated October 2015,  

	1.1.1 This document has been prepared to provide an overview of the Medway Council Permit Scheme and associated information. 
	1.1.1 This document has been prepared to provide an overview of the Medway Council Permit Scheme and associated information. 
	1.1.1 This document has been prepared to provide an overview of the Medway Council Permit Scheme and associated information. 
	1.1.1 This document has been prepared to provide an overview of the Medway Council Permit Scheme and associated information. 

	1.1.2 This document has been issued as part of the information provided within the regulatory consultation process to provide additional background and information related to the permit scheme not included within the Medway Permit Scheme document itself. 
	1.1.2 This document has been issued as part of the information provided within the regulatory consultation process to provide additional background and information related to the permit scheme not included within the Medway Permit Scheme document itself. 




	1.2 Interpretation 
	Within this document the following terms and meanings apply: 
	“Promoter” means a person or organisation responsible for commissioning activities [works] in streets covered by the Permit Scheme - either an Undertaker or a participating Council as a highway or traffic authority; 
	 “Council” means Medway Council including their capacity as a Local Highways Authority; 
	“Statutory Guidance” means the Traffic Management Act 2004 Statutory Guidance for Permits; 
	“ETS” means the Technical Specification for the Electronic Transfer of Notifications (EToN); 
	“TMA” means Traffic Management Act 2004; 
	“LHA” means Local Highway Authority; 
	“DfT” means Department for Transport; 
	“NRSWA” means New Roads and Street Works Act 1991; 
	“Undertaker” means Statutory Undertaker as defined within Section 48(4) of NRSWA. 
	“Permit Scheme” means the Medway Council Permit Scheme. 
	“Permit Scheme Regulations” means the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations 2007, Statutory Instrument 2007 No. 3372 made on 28 November 2007 and the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) (Amendment) Regulations, Statutory Instrument 2015 No. 958 made on 26th March 2015. 
	“Permit Scheme Advice Note” means the Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing new or varying existing permit schemes, as published in June 2016 by the Department for Transport. 
	“Statutory Guidance for Permits” means the Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes dated October 2015. 
	‘Works promoters” means those organisations or parties undertaking works on the highway, and are therefore subject to the rules and regulations governing these works, which will include the Medway Permit Scheme. 
	2 Background 
	2.1 The Councils Network Management Duty 
	2.1.1 The New Roads and Street Works Act (1991) places a duty on the Medway Council, as a highway authority, to coordinate activities (works) of all kinds on the highway under the control of that Authority.  
	2.1.1 The New Roads and Street Works Act (1991) places a duty on the Medway Council, as a highway authority, to coordinate activities (works) of all kinds on the highway under the control of that Authority.  
	2.1.1 The New Roads and Street Works Act (1991) places a duty on the Medway Council, as a highway authority, to coordinate activities (works) of all kinds on the highway under the control of that Authority.  
	2.1.1 The New Roads and Street Works Act (1991) places a duty on the Medway Council, as a highway authority, to coordinate activities (works) of all kinds on the highway under the control of that Authority.  
	2.1.1 The New Roads and Street Works Act (1991) places a duty on the Medway Council, as a highway authority, to coordinate activities (works) of all kinds on the highway under the control of that Authority.  

	2.1.2 The Traffic Management Act (2004) and associated regulations widened this NRSWA coordination duty to include other prescribed activities that involve temporary occupation or use of road space. Part 3 of the TMA allows for an Authority to introduce a permit scheme in order to deliver this duty. 
	2.1.2 The Traffic Management Act (2004) and associated regulations widened this NRSWA coordination duty to include other prescribed activities that involve temporary occupation or use of road space. Part 3 of the TMA allows for an Authority to introduce a permit scheme in order to deliver this duty. 

	2.1.3 The fundamental objective of a permit scheme is to create a common procedure to control activities on the highway. It is essential that all activities in the highway are effectively coordinated and managed to ensure that traffic disruption and inconvenience is minimised whilst allowing the Promoters of those activities (such as utility companies or the Council) the necessary time and space to complete their work. 
	2.1.3 The fundamental objective of a permit scheme is to create a common procedure to control activities on the highway. It is essential that all activities in the highway are effectively coordinated and managed to ensure that traffic disruption and inconvenience is minimised whilst allowing the Promoters of those activities (such as utility companies or the Council) the necessary time and space to complete their work. 

	2.1.4 Under the New Road and Street Works Act (NRSWA) organisations intending to carry out 
	2.1.4 Under the New Road and Street Works Act (NRSWA) organisations intending to carry out 

	works on the Council’s road network notify the Council of their intention to carry out these works. 
	works on the Council’s road network notify the Council of their intention to carry out these works. 

	2.1.5 The Council has powers under NRSWA to provide direction to these works and also apply penalties for instances where the works are not carried out according to the notice served. New powers under a permit scheme enable the Council to take a more active involvement in the planning and coordination of works, from the initial stages through to their completion. Thereby helping deliver the network management duty and ensure the most effective and efficient use of the network. 
	2.1.5 The Council has powers under NRSWA to provide direction to these works and also apply penalties for instances where the works are not carried out according to the notice served. New powers under a permit scheme enable the Council to take a more active involvement in the planning and coordination of works, from the initial stages through to their completion. Thereby helping deliver the network management duty and ensure the most effective and efficient use of the network. 

	2.1.6 The Medway Council Local Transport Plan 3 (LTP) came into effect on 1st April 2011 and sets out a long-term transport policy and strategy for Medway, which will run until 2026.  
	2.1.6 The Medway Council Local Transport Plan 3 (LTP) came into effect on 1st April 2011 and sets out a long-term transport policy and strategy for Medway, which will run until 2026.  

	2.1.7 The introduction of a permit scheme directly and indirectly supports the delivery of the following objectives within this Plan: 
	2.1.7 The introduction of a permit scheme directly and indirectly supports the delivery of the following objectives within this Plan: 



	 ensuring highway infrastructure is maintained to the highest possible standard within the available resources; 
	 ensuring highway infrastructure is maintained to the highest possible standard within the available resources; 

	 efficiently managing and improving 
	 efficiently managing and improving 

	Medway’s local highway network to ensure reliability of journey times;  
	Medway’s local highway network to ensure reliability of journey times;  

	 ensuring public transport becomes a realistic alternative choice to the private car; 
	 ensuring public transport becomes a realistic alternative choice to the private car; 

	 contributing to better health and improved local air quality; 
	 contributing to better health and improved local air quality; 

	 ensuring that people can move around safely in Medway. 
	 ensuring that people can move around safely in Medway. 


	What is a permit scheme? 
	What is a permit scheme? 
	1.1.1 The powers provided under a permit scheme differ from existing powers for managing works in a number of key ways: 
	1.1.1 The powers provided under a permit scheme differ from existing powers for managing works in a number of key ways: 
	1.1.1 The powers provided under a permit scheme differ from existing powers for managing works in a number of key ways: 
	1.1.1 The powers provided under a permit scheme differ from existing powers for managing works in a number of key ways: 
	1.1.1 The powers provided under a permit scheme differ from existing powers for managing works in a number of key ways: 



	 organisations book occupation for work instead of giving notice, essentially obtaining a permit for their works; 
	 organisations book occupation for work instead of giving notice, essentially obtaining a permit for their works; 

	 any variation to the work needs to be agreed, before and after works have started, including extensions to the duration; 
	 any variation to the work needs to be agreed, before and after works have started, including extensions to the duration; 

	 the Council can apply conditions to works to impose constraints; and 
	 the Council can apply conditions to works to impose constraints; and 

	 new sanctions with fixed penalty notices for organisations working without a permit or in breach of conditions (of the permit). 
	 new sanctions with fixed penalty notices for organisations working without a permit or in breach of conditions (of the permit). 
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	2.2 Why Introduce a Permit Scheme into Medway? 
	2.2.1 Medway and the surrounding area is an area planned substantial growth and development, which will inevitably result in a greater demand on the road network and those services provided by utility companies. There is limited availability and funding for an increase to the existing road network, especially in areas already congested, so the Council need to ensure they can fully utilise and control the existing road network.  
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	2.2.2 The Council recognises that Medway is an area with focus on growth and the associated demands for road travel will have a significant impact on its road transport infrastructure causing existing levels of congestion to increase.  It is predicted that vehicle demand on the network will increase 27% by 2026 and average journey times during the morning peak hour are likely to increase by around 7-8% for the modelled urban network.  It is essential that the Councils network management and policies seek to
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	2.2.3 Within Medway, the impact of the Lower Thames Crossing on the road network cannot be over emphasised. This impact can directly and also indirectly alter traffic patterns as road users try to avoid congestion areas.  In addition, should sections of the network surrounding Medway be impacted, such as closure of the Dartford crossings, or have congestion then this traffic will migrate to the lower Thames crossing, and therefore impact on Medway’s Network. 
	2.2.3 Within Medway, the impact of the Lower Thames Crossing on the road network cannot be over emphasised. This impact can directly and also indirectly alter traffic patterns as road users try to avoid congestion areas.  In addition, should sections of the network surrounding Medway be impacted, such as closure of the Dartford crossings, or have congestion then this traffic will migrate to the lower Thames crossing, and therefore impact on Medway’s Network. 

	2.2.4 An analysis of historic works within Medway shows that over the past five years there has been c.45,000 works carried out on the highway, totaling an estimated c.150,000 days of highway occupation. A third of these works have taken place on the most strategic section of the network. Two thirds of all these works are either unplanned emergency or urgent works, or works with a short (<3 days) notification time. 
	2.2.4 An analysis of historic works within Medway shows that over the past five years there has been c.45,000 works carried out on the highway, totaling an estimated c.150,000 days of highway occupation. A third of these works have taken place on the most strategic section of the network. Two thirds of all these works are either unplanned emergency or urgent works, or works with a short (<3 days) notification time. 

	2.2.5 The overall benefits for introducing a permit scheme are recognised as greater controls over these works and preventing any associated inconvenience and congestion on an already high-demand network. Specifically, for Medway, the Council has some further direct and in-direct benefits they would like to realise to improve their network management: 
	2.2.5 The overall benefits for introducing a permit scheme are recognised as greater controls over these works and preventing any associated inconvenience and congestion on an already high-demand network. Specifically, for Medway, the Council has some further direct and in-direct benefits they would like to realise to improve their network management: 



	 ensuring highway infrastructure is maintained to the highest possible standard within the available resources; 
	 ensuring highway infrastructure is maintained to the highest possible standard within the available resources; 

	 efficiently managing and improving Medway’s local highway network to ensure reliability of journey times; 
	 efficiently managing and improving Medway’s local highway network to ensure reliability of journey times; 

	 ensuring public transport becomes a realistic alternative choice to the private car; 
	 ensuring public transport becomes a realistic alternative choice to the private car; 

	 contributing to better health and improved local air quality by encouraging walking and cycling and by improving accessibility to key services; and 
	 contributing to better health and improved local air quality by encouraging walking and cycling and by improving accessibility to key services; and 

	 ensuring that people can move around safely in Medway 
	 ensuring that people can move around safely in Medway 
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	2.2.6 Medway Council are expecting future local and national infrastructure projects to result in a significant increase of works, especially by utility companies, over the forthcoming years. The need to be proactive in the coordination and control of these works, working closely with the relevant organisations, will be key to ensuring they are delivered with minimal impact and successfully for the residents of Medway.  
	2.2.6 Medway Council are expecting future local and national infrastructure projects to result in a significant increase of works, especially by utility companies, over the forthcoming years. The need to be proactive in the coordination and control of these works, working closely with the relevant organisations, will be key to ensuring they are delivered with minimal impact and successfully for the residents of Medway.  

	2.2.7 As part of the pre-planning to introduce a permit scheme into Medway, the Council undertook a detailed appraisal of the costs and benefits related to a scheme. Section 
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	2.2.7 As part of the pre-planning to introduce a permit scheme into Medway, the Council undertook a detailed appraisal of the costs and benefits related to a scheme. Section 
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	 of this document provides more detail on a cost-benefit analysis for the introduction of a permit scheme based on the DfTs Transport Analysis Guidance (WebTAG).  





	2.3 How will a permit scheme come into effect? 
	2.3.1 The introduction of a permit scheme requires an amendment to existing legislative powers, and under current regulations a Council intending to introduce a permit scheme needs to create a legal Order to bring a permit scheme into effect.  
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	2.3.2 The process to bring a permit scheme into legal effect changed with an amendment to regulations in October 2015. Prior to this change, the Secretary of State for Transport would provide the Council with a legal Order (a Statutory Instrument). This process was removed with the amendment and under revised regulations the Council can create their own Order to bring a permit scheme into legal effect. 
	2.3.2 The process to bring a permit scheme into legal effect changed with an amendment to regulations in October 2015. Prior to this change, the Secretary of State for Transport would provide the Council with a legal Order (a Statutory Instrument). This process was removed with the amendment and under revised regulations the Council can create their own Order to bring a permit scheme into legal effect. 




	2.4 Why don’t current regulatory powers provide sufficient controls? 
	2.4.1 Existing regulatory powers establish reactive controls and sanctions the Council can apply to either give direction to organisations, where their works are causing significant delay and disruption, or apply a penalty for non-compliance (to regulations).  
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	2.4.2 The fundamental change introduced through a permit scheme is the ability to take a more proactive role in the coordination and control of works. Many of the existing powers will remain and can be used to complement the operation of a permit scheme, for example penalties for works that overrun without an agreed variation to extend the duration. 
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	2.4.3 A permit scheme enhances these powers through the proactive review and approval of works (prior to commencement), together with the capability to apply conditions to the planning  
	2.4.3 A permit scheme enhances these powers through the proactive review and approval of works (prior to commencement), together with the capability to apply conditions to the planning  

	2.4.4 Within England c.63% of Councils now operate a permit scheme and many demonstrate the benefits from these schemes through periodic evaluations and reports. 
	2.4.4 Within England c.63% of Councils now operate a permit scheme and many demonstrate the benefits from these schemes through periodic evaluations and reports. 

	2.4.5 Looking ahead, the introduction of Lane Rental Schemes, in which the most strategic sections of network carry a charge of up to £2,500 per day to work on, is on the Secretary of States agenda. Medway Council would need an operational permit scheme in place to consider the introduction of a lane rental scheme. 
	2.4.5 Looking ahead, the introduction of Lane Rental Schemes, in which the most strategic sections of network carry a charge of up to £2,500 per day to work on, is on the Secretary of States agenda. Medway Council would need an operational permit scheme in place to consider the introduction of a lane rental scheme. 




	2.5 What type of permit scheme does the Council intend to introduce? 
	2.5.1 Medway Council intend to introduce a single-authority permit scheme that has been developed and operated by the following LHA’s within the South East: 
	2.5.1 Medway Council intend to introduce a single-authority permit scheme that has been developed and operated by the following LHA’s within the South East: 
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	 Brighton and Hove City Council; 
	 Brighton and Hove City Council; 

	 Central Bedfordshire Council;  
	 Central Bedfordshire Council;  

	 Milton Keynes Council;  
	 Milton Keynes Council;  

	 Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead Council (due November 2016); and 
	 Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead Council (due November 2016); and 

	 Southampton City Council.  
	 Southampton City Council.  

	2.5.2 This permit scheme applies to all roads, both strategic and non-strategic, across the Councils network. 
	2.5.2 This permit scheme applies to all roads, both strategic and non-strategic, across the Councils network. 
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	2.6 When could a permit scheme be introduced? 
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	2.6.1 In consideration to the time required for the Council to undertake the necessary decision-making process and business changes, together with the regulatory steps to bring a permit scheme into effect, the Council is aiming to commence a permit scheme from 2nd January 2017. 
	2.6.1 In consideration to the time required for the Council to undertake the necessary decision-making process and business changes, together with the regulatory steps to bring a permit scheme into effect, the Council is aiming to commence a permit scheme from 2nd January 2017. 




	2.6.2 Prior to the start of the permit scheme the Council will provide the minimum four weeks statutory notice to all those who have been consulted with. 
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	2.7 Is the permit scheme intended to generate revenue? 
	2.7.1 Under the Permit Scheme Regulations, the Council is allowed to charge statutory undertakers (utility companies) a fee to issue a permit (and variation to a permit) which is proportionate to the cost to the Council for administering the scheme.  
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	2.7.2 These Fees are not applied to any works carried out for road purposes, i.e. highways work, such as resurfacing the highway – the administration costs associated to processing permits for these works are borne by the Council.  
	2.7.2 These Fees are not applied to any works carried out for road purposes, i.e. highways work, such as resurfacing the highway – the administration costs associated to processing permits for these works are borne by the Council.  

	2.7.3 The operate a permit scheme effectively, the Council needs to employee additional staff (refer to section 
	2.7.3 The operate a permit scheme effectively, the Council needs to employee additional staff (refer to section 
	2.7.3 The operate a permit scheme effectively, the Council needs to employee additional staff (refer to section 
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	). In consideration to this, the introduction of a permit scheme would therefore represent an overall increased cost to the Council, of which a proportion could be recovered through permit fees.  


	2.7.4 The introduction of a permit scheme should therefore not be viewed as a mechanism to generate revenue, but instead for intended purpose of improving the ability to manage the network more effectively. 
	2.7.4 The introduction of a permit scheme should therefore not be viewed as a mechanism to generate revenue, but instead for intended purpose of improving the ability to manage the network more effectively. 




	2.8 Do the costs of a permit scheme outweigh the intended benefits? 
	2.8.1 As part of the due process to introduce a permit scheme, the Council has to demonstrate that the proposed permit scheme is likely to deliver value for money.  
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	2.8.2 This requires an appraisal of the costs and benefits of the permit scheme, demonstrating that the scheme, on the balance of probabilities, is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and wider society that exceed the additional costs to operate the scheme.  
	2.8.2 This requires an appraisal of the costs and benefits of the permit scheme, demonstrating that the scheme, on the balance of probabilities, is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and wider society that exceed the additional costs to operate the scheme.  

	2.8.3 This appraisal would compare the additional costs for the Council to operate a permit scheme, primarily incurred through the employees to administer permits and associated new ways of working, and costed benefits. The costed benefits are based on the impact associated with works together with a reduction these impacts, and therefore a potential cost saving for Medway. These costed benefits would include: 
	2.8.3 This appraisal would compare the additional costs for the Council to operate a permit scheme, primarily incurred through the employees to administer permits and associated new ways of working, and costed benefits. The costed benefits are based on the impact associated with works together with a reduction these impacts, and therefore a potential cost saving for Medway. These costed benefits would include: 



	 road user travel time, including business use and public transport; 
	 road user travel time, including business use and public transport; 

	 carbon emissions from the road user and associated impact to air quality; and 
	 carbon emissions from the road user and associated impact to air quality; and 

	 accidents taking place on the network. 
	 accidents taking place on the network. 

	2.8.4 A full Cost-Benefit Analysis has been developed as part of the initial decision-making process to introduce a permit scheme. A summary of this CBA is detailed within section 
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	 of the document and the full version of the CBA was issued as a consultation document and can be found on the Council website. 





	2.9 Will a permit scheme be applied to all roads within Medway? 
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	2.9.1 The Council intends to apply the permit scheme to all roads within their network. The permit scheme does not apply to the strategic road network in Medway, the motorways and trunk roads (the most significant A roads), these roads are maintained on behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport by Highways England. 
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	2.9.2 For permit schemes, the DfT has delineated roads into two (street) categories: 
	2.9.2 For permit schemes, the DfT has delineated roads into two (street) categories: 



	 Strategically significant streets – those carrying the most traffic and designated with traffic-sensitive times; and 
	 Strategically significant streets – those carrying the most traffic and designated with traffic-sensitive times; and 


	 Non-strategically significant streets – those carrying less traffic and without traffic-sensitive timings. 
	 Non-strategically significant streets – those carrying less traffic and without traffic-sensitive timings. 
	 Non-strategically significant streets – those carrying less traffic and without traffic-sensitive timings. 

	2.9.3 The journey experience for local residents begins once they leave their front door – normally in a housing estate on a lower category road (defined as non-strategically significant) – and ends when they reach their destination, often involving more than one mode of transport. It is therefore important to consider the whole journey experience within transport schemes, for example the drive or walk to reach the train station. 
	2.9.3 The journey experience for local residents begins once they leave their front door – normally in a housing estate on a lower category road (defined as non-strategically significant) – and ends when they reach their destination, often involving more than one mode of transport. It is therefore important to consider the whole journey experience within transport schemes, for example the drive or walk to reach the train station. 
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	2.9.3 The journey experience for local residents begins once they leave their front door – normally in a housing estate on a lower category road (defined as non-strategically significant) – and ends when they reach their destination, often involving more than one mode of transport. It is therefore important to consider the whole journey experience within transport schemes, for example the drive or walk to reach the train station. 

	2.9.4 In consideration to this, the Council also wants to ensure they can maximize the available capacity of the existing network by achieving an effective modal shift from private to public and sustainable transport. As part of the network management strategy, it is recognised that modal shift will be critical to maintaining or reducing the current network congestion. To ensure this is achieved across the entire network, works across the entire road network need to be coordinated effectively. 
	2.9.4 In consideration to this, the Council also wants to ensure they can maximize the available capacity of the existing network by achieving an effective modal shift from private to public and sustainable transport. As part of the network management strategy, it is recognised that modal shift will be critical to maintaining or reducing the current network congestion. To ensure this is achieved across the entire network, works across the entire road network need to be coordinated effectively. 

	2.9.5 On local roads or housing estate roads it is important to ensure pedestrian routes are considered properly and in particular the needs of vulnerable highway users, which might be adversely affected by what would otherwise be low impact, therefore low consideration, works on the highway. 
	2.9.5 On local roads or housing estate roads it is important to ensure pedestrian routes are considered properly and in particular the needs of vulnerable highway users, which might be adversely affected by what would otherwise be low impact, therefore low consideration, works on the highway. 

	2.9.6 To ensure equal live-ability standards across the network all roads will be subject to the permit scheme. This will allow all traffic types to be considered when granting a permit. 
	2.9.6 To ensure equal live-ability standards across the network all roads will be subject to the permit scheme. This will allow all traffic types to be considered when granting a permit. 

	2.9.7 The development of the cost-benefit analysis is predicated on applying the permit scheme to all streets to ensure there is a robust cost-benefit ratio. 
	2.9.7 The development of the cost-benefit analysis is predicated on applying the permit scheme to all streets to ensure there is a robust cost-benefit ratio. 




	2.10 Will a permit scheme prevent works from being carried out? 
	2.10.1 The purpose of a permit scheme is not to stop works taking place, especially essential emergency works, repairs or road maintenance. 
	2.10.1 The purpose of a permit scheme is not to stop works taking place, especially essential emergency works, repairs or road maintenance. 
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	2.10.1 The purpose of a permit scheme is not to stop works taking place, especially essential emergency works, repairs or road maintenance. 

	2.10.2 Medway Council recognises that works are vital to deliver the services provided by utility companies and maintain the road network. The overall principle of the permit scheme is to ensure any works carried out are done so with the least impact to the road network, including those traveling on the network, local residents and businesses. 
	2.10.2 Medway Council recognises that works are vital to deliver the services provided by utility companies and maintain the road network. The overall principle of the permit scheme is to ensure any works carried out are done so with the least impact to the road network, including those traveling on the network, local residents and businesses. 

	2.10.3 For urgent and emergency works, there is provision within the permit scheme for works to commence, such as fault finding or repair, with a retrospective permit application. 
	2.10.3 For urgent and emergency works, there is provision within the permit scheme for works to commence, such as fault finding or repair, with a retrospective permit application. 




	2.11 Does a permit scheme apply to all works? 
	2.11.1 As specified within the Regulations, works that can be controlled under a permit scheme comprise both street works and works for road purposes: 
	2.11.1 As specified within the Regulations, works that can be controlled under a permit scheme comprise both street works and works for road purposes: 
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	2.11.1 As specified within the Regulations, works that can be controlled under a permit scheme comprise both street works and works for road purposes: 



	 Street works are those carried out in pursuance of a statutory right, such as a utility company. 
	 Street works are those carried out in pursuance of a statutory right, such as a utility company. 

	 Works for road purposes are essentially works carried out for the works for the maintenance of the highway, by or on behalf of the Council. 
	 Works for road purposes are essentially works carried out for the works for the maintenance of the highway, by or on behalf of the Council. 

	2.11.2 Other works on the highway currently undertaken through a NRSWA license or provisions in the Highways Act will continue, and the permit scheme does not cover other non-work activities on the network, such as skips, scaffolds or events. 
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	2.12 As a road user will I notice any difference? 
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	2.12.1 It is expected that the operational of the permit scheme will embed and develop over the first years of operation. As both the Council and organisations become familiar with the permit scheme and working practices there should be an increased level of control and benefit.  
	2.12.1 It is expected that the operational of the permit scheme will embed and develop over the first years of operation. As both the Council and organisations become familiar with the permit scheme and working practices there should be an increased level of control and benefit.  
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	2.12.2 Road users and local residents should not expect to see an absence of works on the roads, as these are essential to maintain and develop key services, however from the outset the visibility of planned works and access to information related to works should be improved.  
	2.12.2 Road users and local residents should not expect to see an absence of works on the roads, as these are essential to maintain and develop key services, however from the outset the visibility of planned works and access to information related to works should be improved.  

	2.12.3 Through working together with those undertaking works over time the Council can develop working practices and behaviours to ensure the way in which works are carried out minimise impact and inconvenience.  
	2.12.3 Through working together with those undertaking works over time the Council can develop working practices and behaviours to ensure the way in which works are carried out minimise impact and inconvenience.  

	2.12.4 Medway Council is committed under regulations to evaluate the operation of the Medway Permit Scheme and to publish the results of this evaluation. It is expected that within the first years of operation the benefits will start to be realised, at which point an acceptable balance of works and disruption should be achieved and maintained. 
	2.12.4 Medway Council is committed under regulations to evaluate the operation of the Medway Permit Scheme and to publish the results of this evaluation. It is expected that within the first years of operation the benefits will start to be realised, at which point an acceptable balance of works and disruption should be achieved and maintained. 




	3 The Medway Permit Scheme 
	3.1 The Permit Scheme 
	3.1.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is a single-authority permit scheme. The scheme design is based on the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme, version 2.5. This permit scheme design has been altered to produce the Medway Permit Scheme to ensure it is up-to-date and aligns to current regulations and any associated documents. 
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	3.1.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is a single-authority permit scheme. The scheme design is based on the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme, version 2.5. This permit scheme design has been altered to produce the Medway Permit Scheme to ensure it is up-to-date and aligns to current regulations and any associated documents. 

	3.1.2 A document showing the changes between the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme (v.2.5) and the Medway Permit Scheme is available at request from the Council. 
	3.1.2 A document showing the changes between the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme (v.2.5) and the Medway Permit Scheme is available at request from the Council. 




	3.2 Streets included within the Permit Scheme 
	3.2.1 The Medway Permit Scheme applies to all adopted and publicly maintainable streets within the Councils boundary – as identified within the National Street Gazetteer (NSG). 
	3.2.1 The Medway Permit Scheme applies to all adopted and publicly maintainable streets within the Councils boundary – as identified within the National Street Gazetteer (NSG). 
	3.2.1 The Medway Permit Scheme applies to all adopted and publicly maintainable streets within the Councils boundary – as identified within the National Street Gazetteer (NSG). 
	3.2.1 The Medway Permit Scheme applies to all adopted and publicly maintainable streets within the Councils boundary – as identified within the National Street Gazetteer (NSG). 
	3.2.1 The Medway Permit Scheme applies to all adopted and publicly maintainable streets within the Councils boundary – as identified within the National Street Gazetteer (NSG). 

	3.2.2 Streets that are not maintainable at public expense or private streets are not included in the Permit Scheme.  Motorways and trunk roads for which Highways England is the Highway Authority are excluded from the Permit Scheme. 
	3.2.2 Streets that are not maintainable at public expense or private streets are not included in the Permit Scheme.  Motorways and trunk roads for which Highways England is the Highway Authority are excluded from the Permit Scheme. 




	3.3 Permit Scheme Compliance 
	3.3.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is compliant to the Permit Scheme Regulations. 
	3.3.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is compliant to the Permit Scheme Regulations. 
	3.3.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is compliant to the Permit Scheme Regulations. 
	3.3.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is compliant to the Permit Scheme Regulations. 
	3.3.1 The Medway Permit Scheme is compliant to the Permit Scheme Regulations. 

	3.3.2 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing or varying existing permit schemes” (published June 2016). This checklist includes relevant sections of the Permit Scheme Regulations to align with sections of the permit scheme to demonstrate the appropriate compliance.  
	3.3.2 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing or varying existing permit schemes” (published June 2016). This checklist includes relevant sections of the Permit Scheme Regulations to align with sections of the permit scheme to demonstrate the appropriate compliance.  

	3.3.3 Appendix A of this document contains a completed checklist for permit scheme content based on the Medway Permit Scheme. 
	3.3.3 Appendix A of this document contains a completed checklist for permit scheme content based on the Medway Permit Scheme. 




	3.4 Use of Conditions 
	3.4.1 In accordance to the Permit Scheme Regulations the permit scheme allows for the attaching of conditions to permits. Permit conditions serve as a key method for the Council to apply any specific constraints or measures to the intended works, such as consultation to specific parties who may be impacted by the works in advance of them being undertaken. 
	3.4.1 In accordance to the Permit Scheme Regulations the permit scheme allows for the attaching of conditions to permits. Permit conditions serve as a key method for the Council to apply any specific constraints or measures to the intended works, such as consultation to specific parties who may be impacted by the works in advance of them being undertaken. 
	3.4.1 In accordance to the Permit Scheme Regulations the permit scheme allows for the attaching of conditions to permits. Permit conditions serve as a key method for the Council to apply any specific constraints or measures to the intended works, such as consultation to specific parties who may be impacted by the works in advance of them being undertaken. 
	3.4.1 In accordance to the Permit Scheme Regulations the permit scheme allows for the attaching of conditions to permits. Permit conditions serve as a key method for the Council to apply any specific constraints or measures to the intended works, such as consultation to specific parties who may be impacted by the works in advance of them being undertaken. 
	3.4.1 In accordance to the Permit Scheme Regulations the permit scheme allows for the attaching of conditions to permits. Permit conditions serve as a key method for the Council to apply any specific constraints or measures to the intended works, such as consultation to specific parties who may be impacted by the works in advance of them being undertaken. 

	3.4.2 The correct application of conditions to permits is one of the primary benefits from a permit scheme and are essential to achieve the desired objectives. 
	3.4.2 The correct application of conditions to permits is one of the primary benefits from a permit scheme and are essential to achieve the desired objectives. 

	3.4.3 The application of permit conditions, including the wording and numbering references, will align to the Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes – Permit Scheme Conditions (dated March 2015). 
	3.4.3 The application of permit conditions, including the wording and numbering references, will align to the Statutory Guidance for Highway Authority Permit Schemes – Permit Scheme Conditions (dated March 2015). 




	3.5 EToN Technical Specification 
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	3.5.1 The administration of the Medway Permit Scheme is predicated on the use of Electronic Transfer of Notifications (EToN) systems – to send and receive information between the works promoters and the Council. 
	3.5.1 The administration of the Medway Permit Scheme is predicated on the use of Electronic Transfer of Notifications (EToN) systems – to send and receive information between the works promoters and the Council. 

	3.5.2 The base permit scheme design is the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme which has already received a statement of compliance to the EToN Technical Specification from a member of the EToN Development Group. 
	3.5.2 The base permit scheme design is the Brighton & Hove Permit Scheme which has already received a statement of compliance to the EToN Technical Specification from a member of the EToN Development Group. 

	3.5.3 Medway Council has not sought a review of any changes made to this version of the document to produce the Medway Permit Scheme as it is deemed that none of the changes made will have affected the application of EToN or any associated system or business processes. 
	3.5.3 Medway Council has not sought a review of any changes made to this version of the document to produce the Medway Permit Scheme as it is deemed that none of the changes made will have affected the application of EToN or any associated system or business processes. 




	3.6 Permit Fees 
	3.6.1 The permit fees contained within the Medway Permit Scheme are below the maximum levels set out within the Permit Scheme Regulations and represent appropriate levels for the Council to recover the prescribed costs.  
	3.6.1 The permit fees contained within the Medway Permit Scheme are below the maximum levels set out within the Permit Scheme Regulations and represent appropriate levels for the Council to recover the prescribed costs.  
	3.6.1 The permit fees contained within the Medway Permit Scheme are below the maximum levels set out within the Permit Scheme Regulations and represent appropriate levels for the Council to recover the prescribed costs.  
	3.6.1 The permit fees contained within the Medway Permit Scheme are below the maximum levels set out within the Permit Scheme Regulations and represent appropriate levels for the Council to recover the prescribed costs.  
	3.6.1 The permit fees contained within the Medway Permit Scheme are below the maximum levels set out within the Permit Scheme Regulations and represent appropriate levels for the Council to recover the prescribed costs.  

	3.6.2 These prescribed costs comprise: 
	3.6.2 These prescribed costs comprise: 



	 the costs of operating the permit scheme for the processing of statutory undertaker works only; and 
	 the costs of operating the permit scheme for the processing of statutory undertaker works only; and 

	 the additional costs to administer the permit scheme above the current NRSWA function (to process notifications received from statutory undertakers). 
	 the additional costs to administer the permit scheme above the current NRSWA function (to process notifications received from statutory undertakers). 

	3.6.3 To set the permit fee levels, the Council undertook lengthy analysis of both historic works, over a five year period, and the projected costs to administer a permit scheme. These projected costs include costs, including salary, overhead and capital costs, for current and future employees. 
	3.6.3 To set the permit fee levels, the Council undertook lengthy analysis of both historic works, over a five year period, and the projected costs to administer a permit scheme. These projected costs include costs, including salary, overhead and capital costs, for current and future employees. 
	3.6.3 To set the permit fee levels, the Council undertook lengthy analysis of both historic works, over a five year period, and the projected costs to administer a permit scheme. These projected costs include costs, including salary, overhead and capital costs, for current and future employees. 
	3.6.3 To set the permit fee levels, the Council undertook lengthy analysis of both historic works, over a five year period, and the projected costs to administer a permit scheme. These projected costs include costs, including salary, overhead and capital costs, for current and future employees. 

	3.6.4 Using the historic work volumes, the Council projected an income from permit fees based on the maximum allowed fee level and then adjusted this proportionally so that the levels would recover the prescribed costs. This adjustment is equal to 90% of the maximum fees for every work and street category.  
	3.6.4 Using the historic work volumes, the Council projected an income from permit fees based on the maximum allowed fee level and then adjusted this proportionally so that the levels would recover the prescribed costs. This adjustment is equal to 90% of the maximum fees for every work and street category.  




	3.7 The Permit Fee Matrix 
	3.7.1 The Statutory Guidance for Permits issued in October 2015 by the DfT removed many existing permit scheme background documents, including the “Traffic Management Act 2004 Permit Fee Guidance (July 2008)”. This Guidance document referenced the use of a tool to calculate permit fees, called the Permit Fee Matrix (PFM). 
	3.7.1 The Statutory Guidance for Permits issued in October 2015 by the DfT removed many existing permit scheme background documents, including the “Traffic Management Act 2004 Permit Fee Guidance (July 2008)”. This Guidance document referenced the use of a tool to calculate permit fees, called the Permit Fee Matrix (PFM). 
	3.7.1 The Statutory Guidance for Permits issued in October 2015 by the DfT removed many existing permit scheme background documents, including the “Traffic Management Act 2004 Permit Fee Guidance (July 2008)”. This Guidance document referenced the use of a tool to calculate permit fees, called the Permit Fee Matrix (PFM). 
	3.7.1 The Statutory Guidance for Permits issued in October 2015 by the DfT removed many existing permit scheme background documents, including the “Traffic Management Act 2004 Permit Fee Guidance (July 2008)”. This Guidance document referenced the use of a tool to calculate permit fees, called the Permit Fee Matrix (PFM). 
	3.7.1 The Statutory Guidance for Permits issued in October 2015 by the DfT removed many existing permit scheme background documents, including the “Traffic Management Act 2004 Permit Fee Guidance (July 2008)”. This Guidance document referenced the use of a tool to calculate permit fees, called the Permit Fee Matrix (PFM). 

	3.7.2 This Permit Fee Matrix was developed by the DfT and enabled a Council intending to introduce a permit scheme to project their likely costs and permit fee levels by inputting the following data into the matrix: 
	3.7.2 This Permit Fee Matrix was developed by the DfT and enabled a Council intending to introduce a permit scheme to project their likely costs and permit fee levels by inputting the following data into the matrix: 



	 Historic volumes of works; 
	 Historic volumes of works; 

	 Current employee costs, including overhead and charge-out rates; and 
	 Current employee costs, including overhead and charge-out rates; and 

	 Projected timings for permit scheme related administrative tasks, with the ability to remove an element for current (NRSWA) tasks. 
	 Projected timings for permit scheme related administrative tasks, with the ability to remove an element for current (NRSWA) tasks. 

	3.7.3 The Council recognise that the Permit Fee Matrix has a number of limitations and flaws within the calculations, but it has been historically used by many existing Permit Authorities to provide an indicator for permit fee levels and therefore can be used as a comparative measure for their own permit fee level calculations. 
	3.7.3 The Council recognise that the Permit Fee Matrix has a number of limitations and flaws within the calculations, but it has been historically used by many existing Permit Authorities to provide an indicator for permit fee levels and therefore can be used as a comparative measure for their own permit fee level calculations. 
	3.7.3 The Council recognise that the Permit Fee Matrix has a number of limitations and flaws within the calculations, but it has been historically used by many existing Permit Authorities to provide an indicator for permit fee levels and therefore can be used as a comparative measure for their own permit fee level calculations. 
	3.7.3 The Council recognise that the Permit Fee Matrix has a number of limitations and flaws within the calculations, but it has been historically used by many existing Permit Authorities to provide an indicator for permit fee levels and therefore can be used as a comparative measure for their own permit fee level calculations. 

	3.7.4 The output of the Permit Fee Matrix created for the Medway Permit Scheme provided permit fee levels that exceeded the maximum statutory levels and a projected cost (therefore prescribed income) of 175% beyond the Council’s projected actual cost.  
	3.7.4 The output of the Permit Fee Matrix created for the Medway Permit Scheme provided permit fee levels that exceeded the maximum statutory levels and a projected cost (therefore prescribed income) of 175% beyond the Council’s projected actual cost.  

	3.7.5 The figures within this PFM were adjusted to represent the proposed 90% of the maximum fee levels, which resulted in an estimated cost of 113% beyond the Council’s projected actual cost. 
	3.7.5 The figures within this PFM were adjusted to represent the proposed 90% of the maximum fee levels, which resulted in an estimated cost of 113% beyond the Council’s projected actual cost. 




	3.8 Permit Fees on Non-strategically-significant Streets 
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	3.8.1 Many Councils operating permit schemes apply a zero-fee or significantly reduced fee for permits on non-strategically-significant streets (category 3, 4 and non-traffic-sensitive) and/or specific category works, e.g. minor works.  
	3.8.1 Many Councils operating permit schemes apply a zero-fee or significantly reduced fee for permits on non-strategically-significant streets (category 3, 4 and non-traffic-sensitive) and/or specific category works, e.g. minor works.  

	3.8.2 In addition, the Statutory Guidance for Permits states “It is most likely that schemes will apply permits to 100% of the network, with fees being waived or discounted on lower priority roads”.  
	3.8.2 In addition, the Statutory Guidance for Permits states “It is most likely that schemes will apply permits to 100% of the network, with fees being waived or discounted on lower priority roads”.  




	3.8.3 The permit fee structure within the Medway Permit Scheme does provide a proportionally lower fee for works on ‘lower priority roads’ (non-strategically-significant). However, Medway Council do not support the approach to waive the fees or discount fee further, for the reasons detailed below. 
	3.8.3 The permit fee structure within the Medway Permit Scheme does provide a proportionally lower fee for works on ‘lower priority roads’ (non-strategically-significant). However, Medway Council do not support the approach to waive the fees or discount fee further, for the reasons detailed below. 
	3.8.3 The permit fee structure within the Medway Permit Scheme does provide a proportionally lower fee for works on ‘lower priority roads’ (non-strategically-significant). However, Medway Council do not support the approach to waive the fees or discount fee further, for the reasons detailed below. 
	3.8.3 The permit fee structure within the Medway Permit Scheme does provide a proportionally lower fee for works on ‘lower priority roads’ (non-strategically-significant). However, Medway Council do not support the approach to waive the fees or discount fee further, for the reasons detailed below. 
	3.8.3 The permit fee structure within the Medway Permit Scheme does provide a proportionally lower fee for works on ‘lower priority roads’ (non-strategically-significant). However, Medway Council do not support the approach to waive the fees or discount fee further, for the reasons detailed below. 

	3.8.4 As outlined earlier in this document, Medway Council is committed to operating a permit scheme across its entire road network, to administer their network management duty to all roads. According to the Permit Scheme Regulations, permit fee levels are set to recover the cost of operating the scheme (for Statutory Undertaker works only) incurred by the Council.  
	3.8.4 As outlined earlier in this document, Medway Council is committed to operating a permit scheme across its entire road network, to administer their network management duty to all roads. According to the Permit Scheme Regulations, permit fee levels are set to recover the cost of operating the scheme (for Statutory Undertaker works only) incurred by the Council.  

	3.8.5 There is an actual cost incurred to administer permits on the non-strategically-significant streets, albeit a reduced cost, which reflects the level of activity required and therefore the permit fee level is set accordingly.  
	3.8.5 There is an actual cost incurred to administer permits on the non-strategically-significant streets, albeit a reduced cost, which reflects the level of activity required and therefore the permit fee level is set accordingly.  

	3.8.6 As Medway Council will apply the permit scheme across their entire road network and for all works they therefore intend to charge a proportionate permit fee for all works on all street categories.  
	3.8.6 As Medway Council will apply the permit scheme across their entire road network and for all works they therefore intend to charge a proportionate permit fee for all works on all street categories.  

	3.8.7 The Council does not want to introduce a cost-model that is predicated on recovering costs solely from limited works and/or street category. The following scenarios set out why the Council does not want to introduce this cost-model and how the overall permit fee levels would be disproportionate: 
	3.8.7 The Council does not want to introduce a cost-model that is predicated on recovering costs solely from limited works and/or street category. The following scenarios set out why the Council does not want to introduce this cost-model and how the overall permit fee levels would be disproportionate: 



	 Scenario 1: if the Council decided to charge a zero-fee for Minor works on the non-significantly strategic streets the total recovered cost would reduce by 27%. To recover all of the prescribed costs the other fee-levels would need to increase by 138% proportionally; 
	 Scenario 1: if the Council decided to charge a zero-fee for Minor works on the non-significantly strategic streets the total recovered cost would reduce by 27%. To recover all of the prescribed costs the other fee-levels would need to increase by 138% proportionally; 

	 Scenario 2: if the Council decided to charge a zero-fee for both Minor works and Immediate on the non-significantly strategic streets the overall recovered cost would reduce by 40%. To recover all of the prescribed costs the other fee-levels would need to increase by 167% proportionally. 
	 Scenario 2: if the Council decided to charge a zero-fee for both Minor works and Immediate on the non-significantly strategic streets the overall recovered cost would reduce by 40%. To recover all of the prescribed costs the other fee-levels would need to increase by 167% proportionally. 

	3.8.8 Within the two scenarios above, works promoters undertaking works on the strategically-significant-streets and/or of a work type not discounted would be liable for a fee level disproportionate to the work required to administer the permit. These organisations would therefore be effectively subsiding the operation of the permit scheme for other organisations undertaking discounted fee works. 
	3.8.8 Within the two scenarios above, works promoters undertaking works on the strategically-significant-streets and/or of a work type not discounted would be liable for a fee level disproportionate to the work required to administer the permit. These organisations would therefore be effectively subsiding the operation of the permit scheme for other organisations undertaking discounted fee works. 
	3.8.8 Within the two scenarios above, works promoters undertaking works on the strategically-significant-streets and/or of a work type not discounted would be liable for a fee level disproportionate to the work required to administer the permit. These organisations would therefore be effectively subsiding the operation of the permit scheme for other organisations undertaking discounted fee works. 
	3.8.8 Within the two scenarios above, works promoters undertaking works on the strategically-significant-streets and/or of a work type not discounted would be liable for a fee level disproportionate to the work required to administer the permit. These organisations would therefore be effectively subsiding the operation of the permit scheme for other organisations undertaking discounted fee works. 




	3.9 Self-certification of Permit Fees 
	3.9.1 Once the permit scheme has been finalised, and prior to the issuing of the formal notice, a designated authority within the Council will sign a self-certification of permit fees. 
	3.9.1 Once the permit scheme has been finalised, and prior to the issuing of the formal notice, a designated authority within the Council will sign a self-certification of permit fees. 
	3.9.1 Once the permit scheme has been finalised, and prior to the issuing of the formal notice, a designated authority within the Council will sign a self-certification of permit fees. 
	3.9.1 Once the permit scheme has been finalised, and prior to the issuing of the formal notice, a designated authority within the Council will sign a self-certification of permit fees. 
	3.9.1 Once the permit scheme has been finalised, and prior to the issuing of the formal notice, a designated authority within the Council will sign a self-certification of permit fees. 

	3.9.2 A copy of the draft self-certification of permit fees is contained within Appendix B of this document. 
	3.9.2 A copy of the draft self-certification of permit fees is contained within Appendix B of this document. 




	3.10 Permit Fees for Major Works 
	3.10.1 In accordance to standard industry practice and statutory guidance issued by the DfT, the permit fees levels for major works within the permit scheme have been delineated according to the type of traffic management being used and the duration of the works.  
	3.10.1 In accordance to standard industry practice and statutory guidance issued by the DfT, the permit fees levels for major works within the permit scheme have been delineated according to the type of traffic management being used and the duration of the works.  
	3.10.1 In accordance to standard industry practice and statutory guidance issued by the DfT, the permit fees levels for major works within the permit scheme have been delineated according to the type of traffic management being used and the duration of the works.  
	3.10.1 In accordance to standard industry practice and statutory guidance issued by the DfT, the permit fees levels for major works within the permit scheme have been delineated according to the type of traffic management being used and the duration of the works.  
	3.10.1 In accordance to standard industry practice and statutory guidance issued by the DfT, the permit fees levels for major works within the permit scheme have been delineated according to the type of traffic management being used and the duration of the works.  

	3.10.2 Should a major work, not requiring a traffic regulation order, fall within a duration category of a Standard or Minor work then the appropriate fee level for this work category will be charged. 
	3.10.2 Should a major work, not requiring a traffic regulation order, fall within a duration category of a Standard or Minor work then the appropriate fee level for this work category will be charged. 




	3.11 Parity Treatment for all Works Promoters 
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	3.11.1 Medway Council is fully committed to operating the Medway Permit Scheme with parity treatment for all works promoters, including those undertaking works for road purposes on behalf of the Council. 
	3.11.1 Medway Council is fully committed to operating the Medway Permit Scheme with parity treatment for all works promoters, including those undertaking works for road purposes on behalf of the Council. 




	3.12 HAUC (UK) Advice Note – Operation of Permit Schemes 
	3.12.1 Medway Council recognise that HAUC(UK) has issued an Advice Note for consultation entitled “Guidance [for the] Operation of Permit Schemes (inc. Permit Condition Text) in July 2016. 
	3.12.1 Medway Council recognise that HAUC(UK) has issued an Advice Note for consultation entitled “Guidance [for the] Operation of Permit Schemes (inc. Permit Condition Text) in July 2016. 
	3.12.1 Medway Council recognise that HAUC(UK) has issued an Advice Note for consultation entitled “Guidance [for the] Operation of Permit Schemes (inc. Permit Condition Text) in July 2016. 
	3.12.1 Medway Council recognise that HAUC(UK) has issued an Advice Note for consultation entitled “Guidance [for the] Operation of Permit Schemes (inc. Permit Condition Text) in July 2016. 
	3.12.1 Medway Council recognise that HAUC(UK) has issued an Advice Note for consultation entitled “Guidance [for the] Operation of Permit Schemes (inc. Permit Condition Text) in July 2016. 

	3.12.2 In consideration to the content of this document and the potential impact to the current permit scheme design Medway Council can only await the outcome of this consultation process and the completion and issuance of this Advice Note. 
	3.12.2 In consideration to the content of this document and the potential impact to the current permit scheme design Medway Council can only await the outcome of this consultation process and the completion and issuance of this Advice Note. 

	3.12.3 In principle, Medway Council will fully support any Advice Note issued by HAUC(UK), however in doing so they would also have to take into consideration: 
	3.12.3 In principle, Medway Council will fully support any Advice Note issued by HAUC(UK), however in doing so they would also have to take into consideration: 



	 established ways of working and best practice between the Council and works promoters, including the other Permit Authorities operating the same permit scheme design;  
	 established ways of working and best practice between the Council and works promoters, including the other Permit Authorities operating the same permit scheme design;  

	 the permit scheme design, which is predicated on regulation and also in legal effect through an Order;  
	 the permit scheme design, which is predicated on regulation and also in legal effect through an Order;  

	 the capability of EToN systems, including the Council’s own EToN system, to enable the processes defined within Advice Note. 
	 the capability of EToN systems, including the Council’s own EToN system, to enable the processes defined within Advice Note. 


	3.13 Operating the Permit Scheme 
	3.13.1 Within the implementation of the Medway Permit Scheme, the Council intends to increase the number of resources within the network management team. Additional resources are required to administer the new tasks and functions to operate the permit scheme, which are divided amongst all roles and functions.  
	3.13.1 Within the implementation of the Medway Permit Scheme, the Council intends to increase the number of resources within the network management team. Additional resources are required to administer the new tasks and functions to operate the permit scheme, which are divided amongst all roles and functions.  
	3.13.1 Within the implementation of the Medway Permit Scheme, the Council intends to increase the number of resources within the network management team. Additional resources are required to administer the new tasks and functions to operate the permit scheme, which are divided amongst all roles and functions.  
	3.13.1 Within the implementation of the Medway Permit Scheme, the Council intends to increase the number of resources within the network management team. Additional resources are required to administer the new tasks and functions to operate the permit scheme, which are divided amongst all roles and functions.  
	3.13.1 Within the implementation of the Medway Permit Scheme, the Council intends to increase the number of resources within the network management team. Additional resources are required to administer the new tasks and functions to operate the permit scheme, which are divided amongst all roles and functions.  

	3.13.2 The level of involvement within the permit scheme operation will vary depending on the role, for example a Network Coordinator will have a significant amount of their function allocated to permit related tasks, whereas a TMA/NRSWA Inspector will have additional functions as part of their current day-to-day tasks. 
	3.13.2 The level of involvement within the permit scheme operation will vary depending on the role, for example a Network Coordinator will have a significant amount of their function allocated to permit related tasks, whereas a TMA/NRSWA Inspector will have additional functions as part of their current day-to-day tasks. 

	3.13.3 The chart below outlines the proposed operating structure within the Council’s network management service. Currently coordination of works is undertaken by a number of different roles within the service. Under the future structure, this will be dedicated to the Network Officer role, a new post, supported by the other members of the team. 
	3.13.3 The chart below outlines the proposed operating structure within the Council’s network management service. Currently coordination of works is undertaken by a number of different roles within the service. Under the future structure, this will be dedicated to the Network Officer role, a new post, supported by the other members of the team. 
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	4 Consultation 
	4.1 The Purpose of Consultation  
	4.1.1 In accordance with Regulation 3 of the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations (2007), as amended by the 2015 regulations, the Council will consult with specified organisations and individuals (potentially effected by a permit scheme) before they bring a permit scheme into effect through a legal Order. 
	4.1.1 In accordance with Regulation 3 of the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations (2007), as amended by the 2015 regulations, the Council will consult with specified organisations and individuals (potentially effected by a permit scheme) before they bring a permit scheme into effect through a legal Order. 
	4.1.1 In accordance with Regulation 3 of the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations (2007), as amended by the 2015 regulations, the Council will consult with specified organisations and individuals (potentially effected by a permit scheme) before they bring a permit scheme into effect through a legal Order. 
	4.1.1 In accordance with Regulation 3 of the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations (2007), as amended by the 2015 regulations, the Council will consult with specified organisations and individuals (potentially effected by a permit scheme) before they bring a permit scheme into effect through a legal Order. 
	4.1.1 In accordance with Regulation 3 of the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations (2007), as amended by the 2015 regulations, the Council will consult with specified organisations and individuals (potentially effected by a permit scheme) before they bring a permit scheme into effect through a legal Order. 

	4.1.2 A list of consulted parties can be found within Appendix C of this document. 
	4.1.2 A list of consulted parties can be found within Appendix C of this document. 

	4.1.3 The purpose of the consultation is to seek views and questions from those potentially affected by the introduction of a permit scheme and other interested parties. From these responses, the Council will consider whether any changes are required to the permit scheme, or whether clarification of the scope or operation of the scheme is required. 
	4.1.3 The purpose of the consultation is to seek views and questions from those potentially affected by the introduction of a permit scheme and other interested parties. From these responses, the Council will consider whether any changes are required to the permit scheme, or whether clarification of the scope or operation of the scheme is required. 

	4.1.4 Consultation on the introduction of a permit scheme into Medway covered a period of 8 weeks, between 12th September and 4th November 2016 (inclusive). 
	4.1.4 Consultation on the introduction of a permit scheme into Medway covered a period of 8 weeks, between 12th September and 4th November 2016 (inclusive). 




	4.2 Responses to Consultation 
	4.2.1 Responses to the consultation will be received by the Councils Integrated Transport department and collated into a single list of responses. 
	4.2.1 Responses to the consultation will be received by the Councils Integrated Transport department and collated into a single list of responses. 
	4.2.1 Responses to the consultation will be received by the Councils Integrated Transport department and collated into a single list of responses. 
	4.2.1 Responses to the consultation will be received by the Councils Integrated Transport department and collated into a single list of responses. 
	4.2.1 Responses to the consultation will be received by the Councils Integrated Transport department and collated into a single list of responses. 

	4.2.2 A response can relate to any section of the permit scheme or in relation to the overall scope or objectives of the permit scheme. Responses can be received from individuals, organisations or those representing an interested party or organisation. 
	4.2.2 A response can relate to any section of the permit scheme or in relation to the overall scope or objectives of the permit scheme. Responses can be received from individuals, organisations or those representing an interested party or organisation. 




	4.3 Use of Consultation Reponses 
	4.3.1 All consultation comments, including the respondent information, will be collated into a central list together with the Council’s action or response to the consultation response. The Council is committed to publish this list of comments and responses before any formal notice to bring a permit scheme into effect is issued, and not later than the start of a permit scheme.  
	4.3.1 All consultation comments, including the respondent information, will be collated into a central list together with the Council’s action or response to the consultation response. The Council is committed to publish this list of comments and responses before any formal notice to bring a permit scheme into effect is issued, and not later than the start of a permit scheme.  
	4.3.1 All consultation comments, including the respondent information, will be collated into a central list together with the Council’s action or response to the consultation response. The Council is committed to publish this list of comments and responses before any formal notice to bring a permit scheme into effect is issued, and not later than the start of a permit scheme.  
	4.3.1 All consultation comments, including the respondent information, will be collated into a central list together with the Council’s action or response to the consultation response. The Council is committed to publish this list of comments and responses before any formal notice to bring a permit scheme into effect is issued, and not later than the start of a permit scheme.  
	4.3.1 All consultation comments, including the respondent information, will be collated into a central list together with the Council’s action or response to the consultation response. The Council is committed to publish this list of comments and responses before any formal notice to bring a permit scheme into effect is issued, and not later than the start of a permit scheme.  

	4.3.2 The design and content of the Medway Permit Scheme has to be compliant to many different references, such as Statutory Instruments, Regulations, Codes of Practice and Statutory Guidance, so the Council is very limited in changes that can be applied to a permit scheme to maintain compliance to regulatory and recognition to guidance, codes of practice or advice. 
	4.3.2 The design and content of the Medway Permit Scheme has to be compliant to many different references, such as Statutory Instruments, Regulations, Codes of Practice and Statutory Guidance, so the Council is very limited in changes that can be applied to a permit scheme to maintain compliance to regulatory and recognition to guidance, codes of practice or advice. 

	4.3.3 No personal data related to any respondent will be published by the Council in relation to Consultation, however details of organisation and role will be included. 
	4.3.3 No personal data related to any respondent will be published by the Council in relation to Consultation, however details of organisation and role will be included. 




	4.4 Accessing Consultation Documents 
	4.4.1 The Council published all consultation documents to a webpage on the Council website: 
	4.4.1 The Council published all consultation documents to a webpage on the Council website: 
	4.4.1 The Council published all consultation documents to a webpage on the Council website: 
	4.4.1 The Council published all consultation documents to a webpage on the Council website: 
	4.4.1 The Council published all consultation documents to a webpage on the Council website: 
	4.4.1 The Council published all consultation documents to a webpage on the Council website: 
	www.medway.gov.uk/permitscheme
	www.medway.gov.uk/permitscheme

	. 


	4.4.2 Contact from Consultees was either via email to 
	4.4.2 Contact from Consultees was either via email to 
	4.4.2 Contact from Consultees was either via email to 
	integratedtransport@medway.gov.uk
	integratedtransport@medway.gov.uk

	 or via letter to the Council’s offices at Gun Wharf, Dock Road, Chatham, Kent, ME4 4TR. 





	 
	5 Appraisal of Costs & Benefits 
	5.1.1 The development of a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is an important element in introduction of a permit scheme by the Council. The CBA provides due diligence and a test of whether the proposed scheme is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and the wider society that exceed the costs of setting up and operating the scheme. 
	5.1.1 The development of a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is an important element in introduction of a permit scheme by the Council. The CBA provides due diligence and a test of whether the proposed scheme is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and the wider society that exceed the costs of setting up and operating the scheme. 
	5.1.1 The development of a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is an important element in introduction of a permit scheme by the Council. The CBA provides due diligence and a test of whether the proposed scheme is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and the wider society that exceed the costs of setting up and operating the scheme. 
	5.1.1 The development of a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is an important element in introduction of a permit scheme by the Council. The CBA provides due diligence and a test of whether the proposed scheme is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and the wider society that exceed the costs of setting up and operating the scheme. 
	5.1.1 The development of a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is an important element in introduction of a permit scheme by the Council. The CBA provides due diligence and a test of whether the proposed scheme is likely to deliver net benefits to road users and the wider society that exceed the costs of setting up and operating the scheme. 

	5.1.2 The methodology to develop a Permit Scheme CBA follows the DfT guidance on transport scheme appraisal as set out in WebTAG, and also ensures consistency with the guidance presented in the DfT Permit Scheme Advice Notes.   
	5.1.2 The methodology to develop a Permit Scheme CBA follows the DfT guidance on transport scheme appraisal as set out in WebTAG, and also ensures consistency with the guidance presented in the DfT Permit Scheme Advice Notes.   

	5.1.3 A high level summary of the approach adopted is as follows: 
	5.1.3 A high level summary of the approach adopted is as follows: 



	 Identify the scale and nature of roadworks anticipated to occur in Medway in the absence of the permit scheme; 
	 Identify the scale and nature of roadworks anticipated to occur in Medway in the absence of the permit scheme; 

	 Quantify the societal impacts of these roadworks; 
	 Quantify the societal impacts of these roadworks; 

	 Estimate the reduction in roadways resulting from the permit scheme and quantify the benefits of this reduction; 
	 Estimate the reduction in roadways resulting from the permit scheme and quantify the benefits of this reduction; 

	 Define the costs of setting up and operating the permit scheme; and 
	 Define the costs of setting up and operating the permit scheme; and 

	 Undertake the cost benefit analysis and populate the WebTAG appraisal tables with the outputs of the appraisal. 
	 Undertake the cost benefit analysis and populate the WebTAG appraisal tables with the outputs of the appraisal. 

	5.1.4 Assessment of the societal impact of roadworks taking place in the absence of the permit scheme is a key input to the appraisal as this informs the likely societal benefits resulting from a reduction in roadworks.   
	5.1.4 Assessment of the societal impact of roadworks taking place in the absence of the permit scheme is a key input to the appraisal as this informs the likely societal benefits resulting from a reduction in roadworks.   
	5.1.4 Assessment of the societal impact of roadworks taking place in the absence of the permit scheme is a key input to the appraisal as this informs the likely societal benefits resulting from a reduction in roadworks.   
	5.1.4 Assessment of the societal impact of roadworks taking place in the absence of the permit scheme is a key input to the appraisal as this informs the likely societal benefits resulting from a reduction in roadworks.   

	5.1.5 Impacts from roadworks have been quantified through the use of the QUADRO (QUeues And Delays at Roadworks) model.  This allows the modelling of a range of different roadwork scenarios, allowing the monetisation of roadwork impacts for specific sites.  
	5.1.5 Impacts from roadworks have been quantified through the use of the QUADRO (QUeues And Delays at Roadworks) model.  This allows the modelling of a range of different roadwork scenarios, allowing the monetisation of roadwork impacts for specific sites.  

	5.1.6 The outputs of the QUADRO model provide the basis for the benefit assessment, featuring: 
	5.1.6 The outputs of the QUADRO model provide the basis for the benefit assessment, featuring: 



	 Net Consumer Economic Impact 
	 Net Consumer Economic Impact 

	 Net Business Economic Impact 
	 Net Business Economic Impact 

	 Accident Impact 
	 Accident Impact 

	 Fuel Carbon Emission Impact 
	 Fuel Carbon Emission Impact 

	 Present Value of Costs 
	 Present Value of Costs 

	5.1.7 The document: Medway Permit Scheme: Cost-Benefit Analysis provides more detail on the approach to develop the CBA and includes the output of the appraisal (as outlined in the section above). 
	5.1.7 The document: Medway Permit Scheme: Cost-Benefit Analysis provides more detail on the approach to develop the CBA and includes the output of the appraisal (as outlined in the section above). 
	5.1.7 The document: Medway Permit Scheme: Cost-Benefit Analysis provides more detail on the approach to develop the CBA and includes the output of the appraisal (as outlined in the section above). 
	5.1.7 The document: Medway Permit Scheme: Cost-Benefit Analysis provides more detail on the approach to develop the CBA and includes the output of the appraisal (as outlined in the section above). 




	 
	6 Appendix A: Permit Scheme Compliance Checklist 
	6.1.1 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing or varying existing permit schemes” (published June 2016).  
	6.1.1 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing or varying existing permit schemes” (published June 2016).  
	6.1.1 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing or varying existing permit schemes” (published June 2016).  
	6.1.1 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing or varying existing permit schemes” (published June 2016).  
	6.1.1 A checklist for permit scheme content has been created by the DfT and was issued within a document entitled “Advice Note: For local highway authorities developing or varying existing permit schemes” (published June 2016).  

	6.1.2 This checklist includes relevant sections of the Permit Scheme Regulations to align to sections of the permit scheme to demonstrate the appropriate compliance.  
	6.1.2 This checklist includes relevant sections of the Permit Scheme Regulations to align to sections of the permit scheme to demonstrate the appropriate compliance.  

	6.1.3 The following tables outline details contained with the checklist and specific documents and sections where information can be found in relation to the Medway Permit Scheme.  
	6.1.3 The following tables outline details contained with the checklist and specific documents and sections where information can be found in relation to the Medway Permit Scheme.  

	6.1.4 Within these tables the following abbreviations apply: 
	6.1.4 Within these tables the following abbreviations apply: 



	 MPS = Medway Permit Scheme 
	 MPS = Medway Permit Scheme 

	 MPS Overview = Medway Permit Scheme Overview document 
	 MPS Overview = Medway Permit Scheme Overview document 

	 MPS CBA = Medway Permit Scheme Cost-Benefit Analysis document 
	 MPS CBA = Medway Permit Scheme Cost-Benefit Analysis document 


	6.2 High Level Checklist 
	Table
	TBody
	TR
	Span
	TD
	Span
	ID 

	TD
	Span
	Permit Scheme Regulations 

	TD
	Span
	Statutory Guidance 

	TD
	Span
	Subject 

	TD
	Span
	Document 

	TD
	Span
	Reference 


	TR
	Span
	1 
	1 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	Scheme compliance statement which includes: 
	Scheme compliance statement which includes: 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 


	TR
	Span
	The Legal name of the authority/authorities included an assurance of compliance with current electronic communication structure. 
	The Legal name of the authority/authorities included an assurance of compliance with current electronic communication structure. 

	MPS Overview  
	MPS Overview  

	Introduction 
	Introduction 


	TR
	Span
	A table showing regulatory compliance. 
	A table showing regulatory compliance. 

	Appendix A 
	Appendix A 


	TR
	Span
	Confirmation that all financial requirements have been met. 
	Confirmation that all financial requirements have been met. 

	Section 5 
	Section 5 


	TR
	Span
	2 
	2 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	The Permit Scheme document must: 
	The Permit Scheme document must: 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 


	TR
	Span
	Clearly define the streets to which the scheme applies. 
	Clearly define the streets to which the scheme applies. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	Section 4 
	Section 4 


	TR
	Span
	Detail the team that will be in place to operate the scheme. 
	Detail the team that will be in place to operate the scheme. 

	MPS Overview 
	MPS Overview 

	3.13 
	3.13 




	Table
	TBody
	TR
	Span
	Detail the approach to post-implementation evaluation. 
	Detail the approach to post-implementation evaluation. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	22.1.1 
	22.1.1 


	TR
	Span
	Should demonstrate benchmarking undertaken & completed. 
	Should demonstrate benchmarking undertaken & completed. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	22.2.1 
	22.2.1 


	TR
	Span
	3 
	3 

	4 (1) (c) & 40 
	4 (1) (c) & 40 

	 
	 

	Demonstration of compliance with the non-discrimination obligation. 
	Demonstration of compliance with the non-discrimination obligation. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	2.5.4 
	2.5.4 


	TR
	Span
	4 
	4 

	4 (1) b 
	4 (1) b 

	 
	 

	Permit Scheme Objectives including the improvements expected. 
	Permit Scheme Objectives including the improvements expected. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	Section 3 
	Section 3 


	TR
	Span
	5 
	5 

	4 (1) (d) 
	4 (1) (d) 

	 
	 

	How and when the Permit Authority proposes to evaluate the scheme so as to measure it continually against its objectives [by written statement from senior manager]. 
	How and when the Permit Authority proposes to evaluate the scheme so as to measure it continually against its objectives [by written statement from senior manager]. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	Section 22 
	Section 22 


	TR
	Span
	6 
	6 

	4 (1) (e)  
	4 (1) (e)  

	 
	 

	The costs and benefits, financial or otherwise, which the Permit Authority anticipates will result from the Permit Scheme. 
	The costs and benefits, financial or otherwise, which the Permit Authority anticipates will result from the Permit Scheme. 

	MPS Cost-Benefit Analysis 
	MPS Cost-Benefit Analysis 

	MPS CBA and Section 5 
	MPS CBA and Section 5 


	TR
	Span
	7 
	7 

	4 (1)(f) 
	4 (1)(f) 

	 
	 

	The evidence considered by the Permit Authority as to the fees which may be charged, and the reasons for its decision (fees matrix). 
	The evidence considered by the Permit Authority as to the fees which may be charged, and the reasons for its decision (fees matrix). 

	MPS Overview 
	MPS Overview 

	Section 3.6 
	Section 3.6 


	TR
	Span
	 
	 

	 
	 

	LA Undertaking - Fee self-certification. 
	LA Undertaking - Fee self-certification. 

	MPS Overview 
	MPS Overview 

	Appendix B 
	Appendix B 


	TR
	Span
	29 &30 
	29 &30 

	 
	 

	To confirm that the fees and costs are developed in line with the Regulations, they cover the costs of the scheme only, and are proportionate to the value added by issuing a permit. 
	To confirm that the fees and costs are developed in line with the Regulations, they cover the costs of the scheme only, and are proportionate to the value added by issuing a permit. 

	MPS Overview 
	MPS Overview 

	Appendix B 
	Appendix B 


	TR
	Span
	8 
	8 

	4(g) 
	4(g) 

	 
	 

	The proposed implementation date. 
	The proposed implementation date. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	2.3.6 
	2.3.6 


	TR
	Span
	9 
	9 

	4(h) 
	4(h) 

	 
	 

	Details of any transitional arrangements which the Permit Authority would wish to apply in relation to the Permit Scheme coming into effect. 
	Details of any transitional arrangements which the Permit Authority would wish to apply in relation to the Permit Scheme coming into effect. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	Section 21 
	Section 21 


	TR
	Span
	10 
	10 

	3 & 4 (1) (g) 
	3 & 4 (1) (g) 

	 
	 

	Consultation Report – changes to scheme clearly shown in response to the consultation. 
	Consultation Report – changes to scheme clearly shown in response to the consultation. 

	Consultation Report 
	Consultation Report 

	To be issued post consultation. 
	To be issued post consultation. 


	TR
	Span
	11 
	11 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	References to nationally significant initiatives, for example, implementation of Superfast Broadband or similar. 
	References to nationally significant initiatives, for example, implementation of Superfast Broadband or similar. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	2.3.5 
	2.3.5 




	  
	6.4 Detailed Checklist 
	Table
	TBody
	TR
	Span
	TD
	Span
	ID 

	TD
	Span
	Permit Scheme Regulations 

	TD
	Span
	Statutory Guidance 

	TD
	Span
	Subject 

	TD
	Span
	Document 

	TD
	Span
	Reference 


	TR
	Span
	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	Consultation 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 


	TR
	Span
	1 
	1 

	r3 (1) (a) 
	r3 (1) (a) 

	2.2 – 2.9 
	2.2 – 2.9 

	Consulted all statutory undertakers and s50 holders in the area – regulation 3. 
	Consulted all statutory undertakers and s50 holders in the area – regulation 3. 

	MPS Overview 
	MPS Overview 

	Section 4 
	Section 4 


	TR
	Span
	2 
	2 

	r3 (1) (b) 
	r3 (1) (b) 

	2.2 – 2.9 
	2.2 – 2.9 

	Consulted all authorities whose streets/areas are included or affected by the scheme – regulation 3. 
	Consulted all authorities whose streets/areas are included or affected by the scheme – regulation 3. 


	TR
	Span
	3 
	3 

	r3 (1) (c)  
	r3 (1) (c)  

	2.2 – 2.9 
	2.2 – 2.9 

	Consulted TfL – only applicable if scheme is in or borders TfL network. 
	Consulted TfL – only applicable if scheme is in or borders TfL network. 


	TR
	Span
	4 
	4 

	r3 (1) (d) 
	r3 (1) (d) 

	2.2 – 2.9 
	2.2 – 2.9 

	Consulted any PTE if the scheme covers their area. 
	Consulted any PTE if the scheme covers their area. 


	TR
	Span
	5 
	5 

	r3 (1) (e)  
	r3 (1) (e)  

	2.2 – 2.9 
	2.2 – 2.9 

	Consulted the emergency services which operate in the area covered by the scheme. 
	Consulted the emergency services which operate in the area covered by the scheme. 


	TR
	Span
	6 
	6 

	r3 (1) (f) 
	r3 (1) (f) 

	2.2 – 2.9 
	2.2 – 2.9 

	Consulted the Secretary of State for Transport – as set out in regulation 3. 
	Consulted the Secretary of State for Transport – as set out in regulation 3. 


	TR
	Span
	7 
	7 

	r4(i) 
	r4(i) 

	1.35 
	1.35 

	The proposal contains a summary of responses to the consultation and the changes made in the light of the consultation. 
	The proposal contains a summary of responses to the consultation and the changes made in the light of the consultation. 

	Consultation Report 
	Consultation Report 

	To be issued post consultation. 
	To be issued post consultation. 


	TR
	Span
	8 
	8 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	It is good practice to consider providing all activity promoters operating within the permit area, and all those consulted on the proposed scheme, with the details of post consultation changes before the scheme goes live. 
	It is good practice to consider providing all activity promoters operating within the permit area, and all those consulted on the proposed scheme, with the details of post consultation changes before the scheme goes live. 

	Consultation Report 
	Consultation Report 

	To be issued post consultation. 
	To be issued post consultation. 


	TR
	Span
	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	Scheme objectives, design, cost-benefit analysis and evaluation arrangements 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 


	TR
	Span
	9 
	9 

	r4(b) 
	r4(b) 

	1.21 
	1.21 

	The scheme must state its objectives. 
	The scheme must state its objectives. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	Section 3 
	Section 3 




	Table
	TBody
	TR
	Span
	10 
	10 

	 
	 

	1.28 
	1.28 

	There is an explanation of the Permit Authority’s chosen design for the permit scheme – 100% of the network, or an area largely defined by its significantly significant streets. 
	There is an explanation of the Permit Authority’s chosen design for the permit scheme – 100% of the network, or an area largely defined by its significantly significant streets. 

	MPS Overview 
	MPS Overview 

	2.9
	2.9
	2.9
	2.9

	 



	TR
	Span
	11 
	11 

	r4(c) 
	r4(c) 

	9.4 – 9.7 
	9.4 – 9.7 

	The scheme sets out how the permit authority will ensure non - discrimination between permit applicants. 
	The scheme sets out how the permit authority will ensure non - discrimination between permit applicants. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	2.5.4 
	2.5.4 


	TR
	Span
	12 
	12 

	 
	 

	1.35 
	1.35 

	The scheme is designed to ensure, as far as possible, parity of treatment between both types of works by evidence of compliance with KPIs. 
	The scheme is designed to ensure, as far as possible, parity of treatment between both types of works by evidence of compliance with KPIs. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	22.2 
	22.2 


	TR
	Span
	13 
	13 

	r4(d) 
	r4(d) 

	2.10 – 2.13 
	2.10 – 2.13 

	The scheme sets out how and when the permit authority will evaluate the scheme to ensure that the stated objectives are met. 
	The scheme sets out how and when the permit authority will evaluate the scheme to ensure that the stated objectives are met. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	22.1.1 
	22.1.1 


	TR
	Span
	14 
	14 

	r4 (1) (e)  
	r4 (1) (e)  

	2.12 & 3.70 
	2.12 & 3.70 

	The submission sets out the costs and benefits of the scheme and the consultation considers responses to the consultation. 
	The submission sets out the costs and benefits of the scheme and the consultation considers responses to the consultation. 

	MPS Overview 
	MPS Overview 

	Section 4 
	Section 4 
	Consultation Report 


	TR
	Span
	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	Coverage of the scheme 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 


	TR
	Span
	15 
	15 

	r4(2) 
	r4(2) 

	2.10 – 2.13 
	2.10 – 2.13 

	The Permit Authority will need to be able to confirm that the scheme has been prepared in accordance with and complies with these regulations. 
	The Permit Authority will need to be able to confirm that the scheme has been prepared in accordance with and complies with these regulations. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	1.1.1 
	1.1.1 


	TR
	Span
	16 
	16 

	r7(1) 
	r7(1) 

	1.33-1.35 
	1.33-1.35 

	The scheme states the area it will cover. 
	The scheme states the area it will cover. 

	4.1.1 
	4.1.1 


	TR
	Span
	17 
	17 

	r8(1) 
	r8(1) 

	1.28 – 1.30 
	1.28 – 1.30 

	The scheme states the streets within the area that are included in the scheme. 
	The scheme states the streets within the area that are included in the scheme. 

	4.3 
	4.3 


	TR
	Span
	18 
	18 

	r6(1) 
	r6(1) 

	3.2 – 3.4 
	3.2 – 3.4 

	The scheme states the types of works the scheme applies to. 
	The scheme states the types of works the scheme applies to. 

	Section 5 
	Section 5 


	TR
	Span
	19 
	19 

	 
	 

	1.55 
	1.55 

	The scheme includes both highway and statutory undertakers’ works. 
	The scheme includes both highway and statutory undertakers’ works. 

	2.5.3 
	2.5.3 


	TR
	Span
	20 
	20 

	 
	 

	1.37–1.41 & 7.1 
	1.37–1.41 & 7.1 

	All works comprising “registerable works” in terms of the 2007 Notices Regulations under NRSWA are included in the scheme. 
	All works comprising “registerable works” in terms of the 2007 Notices Regulations under NRSWA are included in the scheme. 

	2.5 
	2.5 




	Table
	TBody
	TR
	Span
	21 
	21 

	r9(2) 
	r9(2) 

	3.9 & 3.10 
	3.9 & 3.10 

	The scheme states which specified people or types of people do not have to apply for a permit, and in which circumstances. 
	The scheme states which specified people or types of people do not have to apply for a permit, and in which circumstances. 

	Section 6 
	Section 6 


	TR
	Span
	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	Implementation and transition 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 


	TR
	Span
	22 
	22 

	r4(g) 
	r4(g) 

	1.35 & 4.3 
	1.35 & 4.3 

	The scheme states the date when the permit scheme is going to start operation. 
	The scheme states the date when the permit scheme is going to start operation. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	2.3.6 
	2.3.6 


	TR
	Span
	23 
	23 

	r4(h) 
	r4(h) 

	1.35 & 9.8 – 9.9 
	1.35 & 9.8 – 9.9 

	The scheme sets out any transitional arrangements that the authority proposes to implement. 
	The scheme sets out any transitional arrangements that the authority proposes to implement. 

	Section 21 
	Section 21 


	TR
	Span
	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	Compliance with general technical and definitional requirements 

	TD
	Span
	 

	TD
	Span
	 


	TR
	Span
	24 
	24 

	 
	 

	1.42 
	1.42 

	The scheme is set up to receive applications, issue notices and otherwise communicate electronically. 
	The scheme is set up to receive applications, issue notices and otherwise communicate electronically. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	10.2.1 
	10.2.1 


	TR
	Span
	25 
	25 

	 
	 

	1.42 
	1.42 

	The scheme is designed to operate in a manner which complies with the Technical Specification (EToN) and follows its requirements. 
	The scheme is designed to operate in a manner which complies with the Technical Specification (EToN) and follows its requirements. 

	MPS Overview 
	MPS Overview 

	3.5 
	3.5 


	TR
	Span
	26 
	26 

	 
	 

	1.43 
	1.43 

	The scheme uses a nationally consistent local street gazetteer for identifying streets. 
	The scheme uses a nationally consistent local street gazetteer for identifying streets. 

	MPS 
	MPS 

	4.3.3 
	4.3.3 


	TR
	Span
	27 
	27 

	 
	 

	1.44 
	1.44 

	The scheme provides that a “street” refers to that length of road associated with a single USRN, i.e. to part of a whole street where a street is subdivided. 
	The scheme provides that a “street” refers to that length of road associated with a single USRN, i.e. to part of a whole street where a street is subdivided. 

	4.2.1 
	4.2.1 


	TR
	Span
	28 
	28 

	 
	 

	1.45 
	1.45 

	The permit authority’s local street gazetteer is upgraded to level 3. 
	The permit authority’s local street gazetteer is upgraded to level 3. 

	4.3.2 
	4.3.2 


	TR
	Span
	29 
	29 

	r33(2) 
	r33(2) 

	7.1 – 7.5  & 7.20 – 7.22 
	7.1 – 7.5  & 7.20 – 7.22 

	The permit authority is committed to creating and maintaining a register containing the names of each street included in the scheme and specifying whether such streets have been designated as protected, of special engineering difficulties, or traffic-sensitive. 
	The permit authority is committed to creating and maintaining a register containing the names of each street included in the scheme and specifying whether such streets have been designated as protected, of special engineering difficulties, or traffic-sensitive. 

	4.3.3 
	4.3.3 




	Table
	TBody
	TR
	Span
	30 
	30 

	 
	 

	7.1-7.5 
	7.1-7.5 

	The permit authority is committed to maintaining a register in connection with their permit scheme containing information about all registerable activities on those streets. 
	The permit authority is committed to maintaining a register in connection with their permit scheme containing information about all registerable activities on those streets. 

	20.1.1 
	20.1.1 


	TR
	Span
	31 
	31 

	 
	 

	7.10-7.11 
	7.10-7.11 

	The permit authority is committed to ensuring that all the information held in permit registers is referenced to the Elementary Street Unit Identifier, and the Unique Street Reference Number (USRN) and that permit registers follow the street works equivalent by being GIS (Geographic Information System) based. 
	The permit authority is committed to ensuring that all the information held in permit registers is referenced to the Elementary Street Unit Identifier, and the Unique Street Reference Number (USRN) and that permit registers follow the street works equivalent by being GIS (Geographic Information System) based. 

	20.1 
	20.1 
	20.2 


	TR
	Span
	32 
	32 

	 
	 

	1.4 
	1.4 

	The scheme uses the same or equivalent definitions or requirements as are used in the NRSWA notice system for: Registerable activities/works; Categories of activities/works (major, standard, minor and immediate activities/works); Street gazetteers, including street referencing by means of Unique Street Reference Number (USRN) and Associated Street Data (ASD); Street reinstatement categories as defined in the NRSWA Reinstatement Specification; The distinction between main roads and minor roads, where such di
	The scheme uses the same or equivalent definitions or requirements as are used in the NRSWA notice system for: Registerable activities/works; Categories of activities/works (major, standard, minor and immediate activities/works); Street gazetteers, including street referencing by means of Unique Street Reference Number (USRN) and Associated Street Data (ASD); Street reinstatement categories as defined in the NRSWA Reinstatement Specification; The distinction between main roads and minor roads, where such di
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	3.2 
	3.2 

	If the scheme requires a PAA for major works then the promoter should be required to provide the final detailed information in support of its application for a permit at least 10 working days before the activity is due to commence. 
	If the scheme requires a PAA for major works then the promoter should be required to provide the final detailed information in support of its application for a permit at least 10 working days before the activity is due to commence. 
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	3.19 & 3.51 
	3.19 & 3.51 

	The scheme incorporates a requirement for PAAs in relation to major permits only. 
	The scheme incorporates a requirement for PAAs in relation to major permits only. 
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	r11(2) 
	r11(2) 

	3.19 
	3.19 

	Where a scheme requires PAAs to be applied for it specifies the information that should be included in the application for a PAA. 
	Where a scheme requires PAAs to be applied for it specifies the information that should be included in the application for a PAA. 
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	3.19 – 3.20 
	3.19 – 3.20 

	The scheme requires an application for a PAA to specify proposed start and end dates for the relevant activities, although the scheme should allow sufficient flexibility to enable the dates to be reasonably adjusted when a permit is ultimately issued. 
	The scheme requires an application for a PAA to specify proposed start and end dates for the relevant activities, although the scheme should allow sufficient flexibility to enable the dates to be reasonably adjusted when a permit is ultimately issued. 
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	3.16 
	3.16 

	The information stipulated by the scheme to support an application for a PAA should be equivalent to, and certainly should not exceed, that required in support of an application for a permit. 
	The information stipulated by the scheme to support an application for a PAA should be equivalent to, and certainly should not exceed, that required in support of an application for a permit. 
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	Where a scheme requires a PAA to be applied for, it requires that a copy of the PAA is sent to a relevant authority or any other body having apparatus in the street when it is requested by that body. 
	Where a scheme requires a PAA to be applied for, it requires that a copy of the PAA is sent to a relevant authority or any other body having apparatus in the street when it is requested by that body. 
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	Where a PAA has been given but a full permit has not yet been issued and proposals change, the scheme stipulates that the Permit Authority has to be informed of the proposed changes and a revised application for PAA or permit made. 
	Where a PAA has been given but a full permit has not yet been issued and proposals change, the scheme stipulates that the Permit Authority has to be informed of the proposed changes and a revised application for PAA or permit made. 
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	Immediate Activities are defined as emergency works as defined in section 52 of NRSWA, or activities (not being emergency works) whose execution at the time they are executed is required (or which the person responsible for the works believes on reasonable grounds to be required)— (i) to prevent or put an end to an unplanned interruption of any supply or service provided by the promoter; (ii) to avoid substantial loss to the promoter in relation to an existing service; or (iii) to reconnect supplies or serv
	Immediate Activities are defined as emergency works as defined in section 52 of NRSWA, or activities (not being emergency works) whose execution at the time they are executed is required (or which the person responsible for the works believes on reasonable grounds to be required)— (i) to prevent or put an end to an unplanned interruption of any supply or service provided by the promoter; (ii) to avoid substantial loss to the promoter in relation to an existing service; or (iii) to reconnect supplies or serv
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	That the scheme provides that the initial (emergency) stage of emergency works are exempt from requiring a permit. 
	That the scheme provides that the initial (emergency) stage of emergency works are exempt from requiring a permit. 
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	The scheme requires promoters of immediate activities to apply for a permit within two hours of the activity starting. 
	The scheme requires promoters of immediate activities to apply for a permit within two hours of the activity starting. 
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	The scheme is able to link an immediate activity and the conditions attached to it prior to a permit being issued with the application for a permit for that immediate activity when it is made. 
	The scheme is able to link an immediate activity and the conditions attached to it prior to a permit being issued with the application for a permit for that immediate activity when it is made. 
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	The scheme has different procedures in place for immediate works & fault finding (e.g. for identifying the exact position of gas leaks) 
	The scheme has different procedures in place for immediate works & fault finding (e.g. for identifying the exact position of gas leaks) 
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	The ASD must be marked with any streets for which the scheme requires a promoter to ring the authority when starting immediate works. 
	The ASD must be marked with any streets for which the scheme requires a promoter to ring the authority when starting immediate works. 
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	The scheme includes a provision requiring a permit to be obtained before specified works are carried out in a specified street. 
	The scheme includes a provision requiring a permit to be obtained before specified works are carried out in a specified street. 
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	The scheme provides that each phase of work requires a separate permit, e.g. a separate permit would be required for interim and permanent reinstatements. 
	The scheme provides that each phase of work requires a separate permit, e.g. a separate permit would be required for interim and permanent reinstatements. 
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	Standard activities are defined in the scheme as those activities, other than immediate or major activities, that have a planned duration of between 4 and 10 working days inclusive. 
	Standard activities are defined in the scheme as those activities, other than immediate or major activities, that have a planned duration of between 4 and 10 working days inclusive. 
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	The scheme stipulates that a standard permit is applied for 10 days in advance of works commencing. 
	The scheme stipulates that a standard permit is applied for 10 days in advance of works commencing. 
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	Minor Activities are defined in the scheme as activities other than immediate or major activities, where the planned working is 3 working days or less. 
	Minor Activities are defined in the scheme as activities other than immediate or major activities, where the planned working is 3 working days or less. 
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	The scheme stipulates that a minor permit is applied for 3 days in advance of works commencing. 
	The scheme stipulates that a minor permit is applied for 3 days in advance of works commencing. 
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	The scheme requires promoters applying for permits or PAAs to copy their applications to any authority or undertaker that has requested to see permit applications on certain streets. 
	The scheme requires promoters applying for permits or PAAs to copy their applications to any authority or undertaker that has requested to see permit applications on certain streets. 
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	The information that has to be included in a permit application is specified in the scheme. 
	The information that has to be included in a permit application is specified in the scheme. 
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	The scheme requires that each application for a permit only covers one street. 
	The scheme requires that each application for a permit only covers one street. 
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	The scheme requires each application for a permit or a variation of a permit to include an estimate of the likely duration of the works. 
	The scheme requires each application for a permit or a variation of a permit to include an estimate of the likely duration of the works. 
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	The scheme requires a sufficiently detailed description of the activities to be provided to allow the street authority to assess the likely impact of the activity. 
	The scheme requires a sufficiently detailed description of the activities to be provided to allow the street authority to assess the likely impact of the activity. 
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	The scheme requires promoters to include an accurate location in their application based on National Grid References, one in the centre of the excavation for small excavations and one at each end of trenches, along with the dimensions of the space taken up by the activity in the street. 
	The scheme requires promoters to include an accurate location in their application based on National Grid References, one in the centre of the excavation for small excavations and one at each end of trenches, along with the dimensions of the space taken up by the activity in the street. 
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	The scheme requires each application for a permit to include proposed start and end dates, and should require applicants to indicate whether they wish the permit to cover work at weekends and on Bank Holidays (where applicable). 
	The scheme requires each application for a permit to include proposed start and end dates, and should require applicants to indicate whether they wish the permit to cover work at weekends and on Bank Holidays (where applicable). 
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	The scheme allows the Permit Authority to require the applicant to provide an illustration of the works (including plans, digital photographs etc.) in appropriate cases. Activities on streets with Special Engineering Difficulty will in any case require a plan and section. This should include details of what the works are, whether they are likely to affect more than one lane of the street and if possible a numerical measure of estimated disruption. 
	The scheme allows the Permit Authority to require the applicant to provide an illustration of the works (including plans, digital photographs etc.) in appropriate cases. Activities on streets with Special Engineering Difficulty will in any case require a plan and section. This should include details of what the works are, whether they are likely to affect more than one lane of the street and if possible a numerical measure of estimated disruption. 
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	The scheme requires applicants to supply details of the planned techniques to be used, such as open cut, trench share, minimum dig technique or no dig. 
	The scheme requires applicants to supply details of the planned techniques to be used, such as open cut, trench share, minimum dig technique or no dig. 
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	The scheme requires applicants to supply details of their traffic management proposals including applications for approval for portable light signals, including any requirement for action by the local authority, such as the need for Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders to facilitate the works. 
	The scheme requires applicants to supply details of their traffic management proposals including applications for approval for portable light signals, including any requirement for action by the local authority, such as the need for Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders to facilitate the works. 
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	The scheme requires that activity promoters provide their best estimate of the excavation depth as part of the application. 
	The scheme requires that activity promoters provide their best estimate of the excavation depth as part of the application. 
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	The scheme requires applicants to indicate whether the activity is intended to be completed with interim or permanent reinstatement or a mixture of both. If the latter, then details would need to be provided as to where interim or permanent reinstatements will be completed within that permit. 
	The scheme requires applicants to indicate whether the activity is intended to be completed with interim or permanent reinstatement or a mixture of both. If the latter, then details would need to be provided as to where interim or permanent reinstatements will be completed within that permit. 
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	The scheme requires applications to include the provisional number of estimated inspection units appropriate to the activity. 
	The scheme requires applications to include the provisional number of estimated inspection units appropriate to the activity. 
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	The scheme requires all applications to include the contact details of the person appointed by the activity promoter to deal with any problems that may occur during the activity, including any provision made for out of hours contact by the promoter. 
	The scheme requires all applications to include the contact details of the person appointed by the activity promoter to deal with any problems that may occur during the activity, including any provision made for out of hours contact by the promoter. 
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	The scheme provides for each permit to specify the duration within which the specified works on a specified street are by that permit authorised. 
	The scheme provides for each permit to specify the duration within which the specified works on a specified street are by that permit authorised. 
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	There is a commitment to date permits in calendar days not working days. 
	There is a commitment to date permits in calendar days not working days. 
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	The scheme is designed so that in relation to category 0, 1, 2, and traffic-sensitive streets the planned commencement date and finishing date for the activity are the start date and end dates respectively on the permit. The permit will not be valid before the start date on the permit and will cease to be valid once the end date has passed unless a variation is granted. 
	The scheme is designed so that in relation to category 0, 1, 2, and traffic-sensitive streets the planned commencement date and finishing date for the activity are the start date and end dates respectively on the permit. The permit will not be valid before the start date on the permit and will cease to be valid once the end date has passed unless a variation is granted. 
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	The scheme is designed so that category 3 and 4 streets that are not traffic-sensitive are effectively treated as ‘noticing’ – they will provide for permit start and end dates which should allow for flexibility in the start of the activity, but once the activity is started it must be completed within the activity duration period specified in the permit. The starting window should be 5 working days for major and standard activities and 2 working days for minor activities. 
	The scheme is designed so that category 3 and 4 streets that are not traffic-sensitive are effectively treated as ‘noticing’ – they will provide for permit start and end dates which should allow for flexibility in the start of the activity, but once the activity is started it must be completed within the activity duration period specified in the permit. The starting window should be 5 working days for major and standard activities and 2 working days for minor activities. 
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	The scheme is designed to ensure that working at weekends or on bank holidays is reflected in the permit start and end dates and are subject to any legislative controls. 
	The scheme is designed to ensure that working at weekends or on bank holidays is reflected in the permit start and end dates and are subject to any legislative controls. 
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	The scheme provides for the national permit conditions to be applied where appropriate. 
	The scheme provides for the national permit conditions to be applied where appropriate. 
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	The scheme provides that the permit will specify in detail the activity it allows and the conditions attached. 
	The scheme provides that the permit will specify in detail the activity it allows and the conditions attached. 
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	The scheme provides that any constraints in the original application should be reflected in conditions in the permit. 
	The scheme provides that any constraints in the original application should be reflected in conditions in the permit. 
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	The scheme provides that an issued permit will contain all the conditions attached to the permit so that there is no ambiguity about the validity and terms of the permit. 
	The scheme provides that an issued permit will contain all the conditions attached to the permit so that there is no ambiguity about the validity and terms of the permit. 
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	The scheme imposes a national condition that requires the permit reference number to be prominently displayed for each set of works. 
	The scheme imposes a national condition that requires the permit reference number to be prominently displayed for each set of works. 
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	The scheme sets out times in which the permit authority will respond to applications for: PAAs, variations of permits; and permit conditions. 
	The scheme sets out times in which the permit authority will respond to applications for: PAAs, variations of permits; and permit conditions. 
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	The time limits for the permit authority to respond to a permit application are set out in the statutory guidance. 
	The time limits for the permit authority to respond to a permit application are set out in the statutory guidance. 
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	The scheme provides that permits will be sent to the promoter electronically through the EToN system. 
	The scheme provides that permits will be sent to the promoter electronically through the EToN system. 
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	The scheme provides that the permit will be placed on the permit register and copied to any undertaker, authority or other relevant body that has asked to be informed about activities on a particular street. 
	The scheme provides that the permit will be placed on the permit register and copied to any undertaker, authority or other relevant body that has asked to be informed about activities on a particular street. 
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	The scheme provides that a permit will be issued to the promoter for every permit that is granted. 
	The scheme provides that a permit will be issued to the promoter for every permit that is granted. 
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	The scheme provides that all permits will be given a unique reference number (following the EToN numbering conventions). 
	The scheme provides that all permits will be given a unique reference number (following the EToN numbering conventions). 
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	The scheme provides that permits will be marked so as to indicate cross references to any linked permits which have also been issued. 
	The scheme provides that permits will be marked so as to indicate cross references to any linked permits which have also been issued. 
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	The scheme includes provisions to enable the permit authority to vary and/or revoke permits and permit conditions. 
	The scheme includes provisions to enable the permit authority to vary and/or revoke permits and permit conditions. 
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	Where a condition is specified in a permit the Permit Authority must use the wording and numbering for that condition set out in the Statutory Guidance – Permit Scheme Conditions issued 17 March 2015. 
	Where a condition is specified in a permit the Permit Authority must use the wording and numbering for that condition set out in the Statutory Guidance – Permit Scheme Conditions issued 17 March 2015. 
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	The scheme includes a statement of the Permit Authority’s policy as to the circumstances in which it will review, vary or revoke permits on its own initiative. 
	The scheme includes a statement of the Permit Authority’s policy as to the circumstances in which it will review, vary or revoke permits on its own initiative. 
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	The scheme sets out the process by which: a promoter who no longer requires a permit for an activity can request the authority to revoke or cancel a permit that has already been issued; or an authority can cancel or withdraw an application that has been submitted but for which a permit has not yet been granted. 
	The scheme sets out the process by which: a promoter who no longer requires a permit for an activity can request the authority to revoke or cancel a permit that has already been issued; or an authority can cancel or withdraw an application that has been submitted but for which a permit has not yet been granted. 
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	The scheme sets out clearly how applications for variations to permits or conditions should be made. It provides that where the existing permit has more than 20% of its duration or more than two working days to run, whichever is the longer, the promoter shall apply for a variation electronically. 
	The scheme sets out clearly how applications for variations to permits or conditions should be made. It provides that where the existing permit has more than 20% of its duration or more than two working days to run, whichever is the longer, the promoter shall apply for a variation electronically. 
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	The scheme stipulates that in any other case the promoter shall first telephone the Permit Authority to ascertain whether the Authority is prepared to grant a variation and only apply, again electronically, if the Authority is so prepared. 
	The scheme stipulates that in any other case the promoter shall first telephone the Permit Authority to ascertain whether the Authority is prepared to grant a variation and only apply, again electronically, if the Authority is so prepared. 
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	The scheme specifies the information that needs to be included in an application for a variation or revocation of a permit or permit condition. 
	The scheme specifies the information that needs to be included in an application for a variation or revocation of a permit or permit condition. 
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	Part 8 of the Regulations amend NRSWA section 58 (restrictions on works following substantial road works) and section 74 (charge for occupation of the highway where works unreasonably prolonged) for undertakers’ works only. The scheme provides similar arrangements for highway authorities’ works, in the interests of parity. 
	Part 8 of the Regulations amend NRSWA section 58 (restrictions on works following substantial road works) and section 74 (charge for occupation of the highway where works unreasonably prolonged) for undertakers’ works only. The scheme provides similar arrangements for highway authorities’ works, in the interests of parity. 
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	The permit scheme has taken into account any known national infrastructure projects. For example: Broadband roll out and rail projects etc. 
	The permit scheme has taken into account any known national infrastructure projects. For example: Broadband roll out and rail projects etc. 
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	If a scheme has specified types of works where a permit does not apply, but still wants to apply national conditions to these types of works, then the scheme specifies how these conditions are to be identified and how these will be brought to the attention of the undertaker. 
	If a scheme has specified types of works where a permit does not apply, but still wants to apply national conditions to these types of works, then the scheme specifies how these conditions are to be identified and how these will be brought to the attention of the undertaker. 
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	The proposal provides the evidence considered by the permit authority when deciding on the proposed fee levels, and the reasons for their decisions. 
	The proposal provides the evidence considered by the permit authority when deciding on the proposed fee levels, and the reasons for their decisions. 
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	Section 3.6 
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	Permit fees are within the maximum specified and appropriate only to the added value being added. 
	Permit fees are within the maximum specified and appropriate only to the added value being added. 
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	Where applicable the scheme sets out the range of fees that may be charged and the criteria which are taken into account when determining how the applicable fee is identified from the range. 
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	The scheme provides that where a permit variation would move an activity into a higher category, the promoter will be required to pay the difference between the permit fees for the two categories as well as the permit variation fee. 
	The scheme provides that where a permit variation would move an activity into a higher category, the promoter will be required to pay the difference between the permit fees for the two categories as well as the permit variation fee. 
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	The scheme provides that where, through no action, failing or fault on the part of the promoter, the Permit Authority revokes the promoter’s permit, no fee should be payable for the new permit. 
	The scheme provides that where, through no action, failing or fault on the part of the promoter, the Permit Authority revokes the promoter’s permit, no fee should be payable for the new permit. 
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	The permit scheme sets out the circumstances in which the permit fees are discounted. 
	The permit scheme sets out the circumstances in which the permit fees are discounted. 
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	Schemes may wish (where relevant) to appoint a person to be responsible for financial accounting. 
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	7 Appendix B: Self-certification of Permit Fees 
	Once the permit scheme has been finalised, and prior to the issuing of the formal notice, the following self-certification of permit fees undertaking will be signed by the designated Authority within Medway Council. 
	 
	CERTIFICATION OF PERMIT FEES FOR THE MEDWAY PERMIT SCHEME 
	This undertaking is made in consideration of section 37(9) of the Traffic Management Act 2004 and regulations 29 and 32 of the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) Regulations 2007 (SI 2007 No. 3372) and the Traffic Management Permit Scheme (England) (Amendment) Regulations, (SI 2015 No. 958) (“the regulations”). 
	This undertaking is given on INSERT DATE by Medway Council whose registered office is situated at Gun Wharf, Dock Road, Chatham, Kent, ME4 4TR. 
	On behalf of Medway Council, the signatory certifies that the proposed fees payable under the Medway Permit Scheme have been calculated in accordance with regulations and prescribed costs. 
	To the best of the signatory’s knowledge and belief, the permit scheme is compliant with the statutory guidance and with regulations 29 and 32 of the regulations and the income from the proposed fees will not exceed the prescribed costs of operating the permit scheme. 
	In accordance to the regulations Medway Council undertakes to identify and evaluate the sums paid by way of fees and the prescribed costs of operating the scheme. Following each evaluation, if fee income has exceeded the prescribed costs, Medway Council undertakes to make the necessary adjustments to fee levels for the subsequent year in order to comply with the regulations. 
	Yours Sincerely 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Name 
	Title 
	On behalf of Medway Council 
	8 Appendix C: List of Consultees 
	The list below contains the people or organisations who were contacted for consultation on the introduction of a permit scheme into Medway. 
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